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Abstract:

The origin and evolution of functional  haemoglobin polymorphism in the bank vole
(Clethrionomys glareolus)

Bank voles (Clethrionomys glareolus) can possess one of two haemoglobin variants

differing  by  a  functional  amino  acid  substitution  in  the  beta  globin,  where  52Ser  is

substituted by 52Cys. The underlying SNP segregates in both major and minor beta globin

genes and the substitution increases the resistance of red blood cells to oxidative damage.

It  was therefore considered as a possible promoter of  the post-glacial  replacement of

bank voles in Britain where the first colonizing population was replaced by a later arriving

one. This example that the current distribution of populations of one species might be a

result of selection acting upon genetic differences between them makes the bank vole an

ideal model for adaptive phylogeographic studies. I mapped the 52Cys distribution in the

bank vole populations across Europe by pyrosequencing on the PyroMark Q24 platform

and determined the most likely geographic origin of the allele. Based on data from Sanger

sequencing of the entire genes I reconstructed the phylogenetic relationships of the 52Cys

and 52Ser alleles from different parts of the distribution area. The results point to possible

multiple origins of 52Cys, meaning that the allele is not necessarily a legacy of selection in

a  single  glacial  refugium.  This  is  supported  by  the  gene  conversion  analysis,  which

suggested that the minor gene can, due to its lower expression and thus lower exposure

to selection, serve as a reservoir of 52Cys in a population. The allele can once in a while

be transferred by gene conversion from HBB-T2 into the highly expressed HBB-T1 and

tested by natural selection for current advantage, and either eliminated from HBB-T1 or

fixed. Some populations may thus be more important for a species survival under certain

conditions than others, a conclusion changing our perception of the species as a sound

conservation unit. 

Key  words: bank  vole,  Clethrionomys  glareolus,  Myodes  glareolus,  DNA,  evolutionary

adaptation,  GIS, glacial  refugia,  haemoglobin, protein,  ice age,  postglacial  colonization,

gene conversion, pyrosequencing, oxidation stress



Abstrakt:

Původ  a  evoluce  funkčního  polymorfismu  hemoglobinu  norníka  rudého
(Clethrionomys glareolus)

Norník rudý (Clethrionomys glareolus) může nést jednu ze dvou geneticky určených

variant hemoglobinu, které se od sebe odlišují funkční aminokyselinovou záměnou v beta

globinu, kdy 52Ser je nahrazen 52Cys. Zodpovědná nukleotidová záměna (SNP) segreguje

jak na majoritním tak na minoritním genu kódujícím beta globin a záměna aminokyselin

zvyšuje odolnost červených krvinek vůči oxidativnímu poškození. Je proto považována za

možného původce nahrazení jedné kolonizující populace norníka rudého později příchozí

druhou populací, ke kterému došlo v Británii během postglaciální kolonizace. Tento příklad

toho,  že  současná  distribuce  různých  populací  jednoho  druhu  může  být  výsledkem

působení  selekce  na  genetické  rozdíly  mezi  jednotlivými  populacemi,  dělá  z  norníka

ideální  modelový  druh  pro  studie  adaptivní  fylogeografie.  Ve  své  práci  jsem  pomocí

pyrosekvenování  na  platformě  PyroMark  Q24  zmapovala  rozšíření  alely  52Cys  v

populacích norníka rudého napříč Evropou a určila tak nejpravděpodobnější geografický

původ této alely. Na základě dat ze Sangerova sekvenování kompletních sekvencí obou

genů jsem zrekonstruovala fylogenetické vztahy alel 52Cys a 52Ser z různých částí areálu.

Výsledky poukazují na možný nejednotný mutační původ alel 52Cys, což znamená, že tak

nemusejí  být  pouze  dědictvím  selekce  v  jednom  glaciálním  refugiu. Tuto  hypotézu

potvrzují  výsledky analýzy genové konverze,  které naznačují,  že minoritní  gen díky své

výrazně nižší expresi a tím pádem také nižšímu selekčnímu tlaku může sloužit jako jakýsi

“zásobník” alely 52Cys v populaci. Alela pak může být čas od času z minoritního genu

přenesena  do  silněji  exprimovaného  genu  majoritního,  otestována  selekcí  na  svou

momentální  výhodnost  a  buď  z  HBB-T1  opět  vyloučena  nebo  zafixována.  Některé

populace tak mohou být důležitější pro přežití druhu pod vlivem určitých podmínek než

jiné, což je závěr, který významně mění náš pohled na druh jako smysluplnou konzervační

jednotku.

Klíčová  slova: norník  rudý,  Clethrionomys  glareolus,  Myodes  glareolus,  DNA,  evoluční

adaptace,  GIS,  glaciální  refugia,  hemoglobin,  protein,  doba  ledová,  postglaciální

kolonizace, genová konverze, pyrosekvenování, oxidační stres
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 1 Introduction

We  are  undoubtedly  living  in  a  time  of  changing  climatic  conditions.  This  is

particularly evident in case of global temperature and hydrological cycle patterns such as

air  and  sea  surface  temperature,  precipitation,  evapotranspiration  or  air  humidity

(Hartmann et al., 2013). Changes in these environmental variables significantly and visibly

influence most species by altering their biology (Walther et al., 2002; Parmesan and Yohe,

2003; Root et al., 2003). Emerging data on adaptive evolution being involved in species

response  to  changing  environmental  conditions  point  to  significance  of  intraspecific

genetic variability as a substrate for natural selection driven by climate change (Bradshaw

et al., 2000; Pulido et al., 2001; Réale et al., 2003; Bearhop et al., 2005;  Nussey et al.,

2005;  Jump  et  al.,  2006).  Appreciating  such  information  is  of  utmost  importance  for

example to draw sound species conservation plans (D’Amen et al., 2013). However, to be

able to choose the conservation units correctly or to be able to predict future species fate,

it  is  necessary to understand which parts of the intraspecific variability specifically are

involved in species response to climate change. In the species with a short generation

interval, such as the common fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) for example, it is possible

to study the impact of the current climate change directly, ideally by a combination of

observational and experimental methods with genetics and genomics (Kellermann et al.,

2012; Kelly et al., 2012; Lavington et al., 2014; Overgaard et al., 2014; Rane et al., 2015).

Nevertheless, for many species including some ecologically important ones this approach

is not applicable and then understanding the species reactions to past climatic change is

valuable for forecasting the future impacts as well (Stewart et al., 2010). A cornerstone of

such research is phylogeography.

Phylogeography, first introduced as a separate field of biogeography in 1987 by

Avise and colleagues (Avise et al., 1987), is using molecular markers to gain insights into

how and by which processes contemporary geographical distribution of gene lineages was

shaped.  In  other  words,  in  contrast  to  phylogenetics  it  is  focused  on  the  spatial  and

temporal  dimension  of  microevolution  on  intraspecific  level  (Avise,  1998,  2009).

Phylogeographical  studies  focused  on  Europe  mostly  deal  with  the  impact  of  the

Quaternary ice ages and postglacial  dispersal  of the species into new territories, since
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these factors were identified as the most significant for forming the current population

genetic structure (Hewitt, 2000). 

The importance of the Quaternary period for impacting the within species genetic

structuring lies in climatic oscillations characteristic for this era. A dominant feature of the

Quaternary  period  is  the  repeated  dramatic  cooling  of  the  global  climate  paced  by

eccentricities in the Earth's orbit, resulting in a series of Ice ages with an approximately

100 kyr periodicity (Hewitt, 1999). The Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) provides further

evidence for  climatic oscillations of approximately 7 – 15 °C within the 100 kyr  cycle.

These changes appeared rapidly within just few decades, lasted for hundreds of years and

caused major shifts in species distributions (Hewitt, 2004). The best understood last full

glaciation  cycle  and  specifically  the  Last  Glacial  Maximum  (LGM)  lasting  from

approximately  26500 to 19000 years  Before  the Present  (BP;  Clark et  al.,  2009)  is  an

excellent  example  of  changing  climatic  conditions  impacting  species  and  the  global

diversity (Barnes et al., 2002). The fact that the origin of genetic variation within most

species  predates  the  LGM  makes  phylogeography  a  powerful  tool  for  understanding

species response to unfavourable climatic conditions during that period.

 1.1 Taking selection into account - adaptive phylogeography

Phylogeography certainly helped to understand for example where the European

species survived the LGM and how they reoccupied the vacant ecological niches after the

onset  of  warming  and  retreat  of  the  ice  sheet  (reviewed  by  Hewitt,  1999,  2004).

Nevertheless,  the  limits  of  phylogeography  lay  in  the  assumption  that  the  genetic

constitution of  the current species populations in a particular area simply reflects the

genetic characteristic of the first population colonizing that area  (Kotlík et al., 2014). In

consequence, favourite markers of choice for inferring historical biogeographical scenarios

have  long been those  expected  to  be  selectively  neutral,  such  as  mitochondrial  DNA

(mtDNA).  Being small and compact, exhibiting rapid evolution and being easy to isolate

and assay, mtDNA meets many of the requirements for an ideal phylogeographical marker

proposed by Avise et al. (1987). However, the presumed selection neutrality has currently

been questioned (Bazin et al., 2006; Soares et al., 2013), together with other important
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mtDNA properties such as purely maternal inheritance or absence of recombination (Kvist

et al., 2003; Tatarenkov and Avise, 2007). 

The traditional  ‘selectively neutral’ approach in phylogeography is challenged by

studies  documenting  the  occurence  of  a  genetic  replacement  during  the  postglacial

recolonization. This process was most likely driven by the climate change ongoing at that

times. Evidence from contemporary populations and ancient DNA shows that a complete

population  replacement  occured  and  could  have  been  quite  common  during  the

postglacial colonization (Barnes et al.,  2002; Hofreiter et al.,  2007; Searle et al.,  2009) .

When  also  a  replacement  during  the  recent  climate  change  is  taken  into  account

(Cook, 1975), it leads to the conclusion that the promoter of such events could have been

selection (Kotlík et al., 2014). 

If this is true, then the current distribution of populations of a particular genetic

constitution may be a result of selection acting on genetic differences among populations

of the same species. Thus rather a novel approach of adaptive phylogeography should be

adopted. Adaptive phylogeography as defined by Kotlík et al. (2014) aims to shed light on

which  aspects  of  the  genetic  constitution  of  a  particular  population may  have  been

favoured during the colonization process. It postulates that the insight into how selection

shaped species phylogeographic pattern should be gained not only by collecting data on

frequency and distribution of genetic markers,  but also by functional  analysis  of gene

products (Kotlík et al., 2014). A strong support for the role of selection is the genetically

based physiological  divergence between two populations  of  the bank  vole  that  partly

replaced  each  other  during  the  post-glacial  colonization  of  Great  Britain  (Kotlík  et

al. 2014).

 1.2 Model species 

The bank vole Clethrionomys glareolus (Schreber, 1780, also Myodes glareolus) is a

small rodent species from the family Cricetidae (Fig. 1). Even though it is often confused

with the house mouse  Mus musculus (subfam. Muridae), the bank vole has noticeably

more robust body and smaller ears and eyes, which is typical for the Arvicolinae subfamily

(voles and lemmings) of Cricetidae. Bank voles differ from most of other vole species by
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the significantly reddish-brown fur on their back and whitish underparts. They also have

longer tail, which can reach half the length of their body (Macdonald and Barret, 1993). 

Fig. 1 Bank vole (Clethrionomys glareolus). Photo taken
by P. Kotlík.

Inhabiting all  kinds of woodlands, typically deciduous or mixed forests but also

boreal  forests  in  Scandinavia,  bank  vole  is  a  typical  representative  of  a  temperate

forest-dwelling species. It is often present also in parks, scrubs and hedges. It feeds on

berries, seeds, roots, nuts, mushrooms, young twigs and also small insects (Macdonald

and Barrett, 1993).

What makes the bank vole an ideal model for phylogeographical studies focusing

on postglacial colonization of Europe is its distribution range extending to various climatic

conditions.  It  stretches  from Great  Britain  in  the west  through the whole  continental

Europe to Altai mountains in Russia in the east and from Mediterranean sea in the south

to latitudes beyond the Arctic circle in the north (Fig. 2; the bank vole distribution range is

in orange colour).  

 1.2.1 Key findings derived from mtDNA

In  compliance  with  the  general  popularity  of  the  cytochrome b (cob)  gene

sequence of mtDNA as a vertebrate phylogeographic marker (Johns and Avise, 1998) most

of the previous studies using the bank vole as a model based their findings on this marker.

Fig.  2.  shows nine mtDNA lineages that were identified based on the  cob data in the

studies of Deffontaine et al. (2009, 2005), Kotlík et al. (2006) and Colangelo et al. (2012).
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Members of our laboratory (Filipi et al., 2015) revised later this bank vole phylogeography

using the complete mitochondrial genome. All the previously described lineages exhibited

high support with one exception. The Basque lineage previously identified by Deffontaine

et al. (2009) in the border area of northern Spain and southern France was newly defined

as a  previously undetected nuclear-encoded pseudogene lineage and mtDNA of  those

bank voles was reassigned to the Spanish lineage (Filipi et al., 2015). Filipi et al. (2015)

also expanded the known distribution range of Carpathian clade described by Kotlík et al.

(2006) by adding the northern and western periphery of Great Britain and Fennoscandia

to it.  The Carpathian clade is of utmost importance for elucidating the colonization of

Europe after the LGM since its discovery strongly supported the existence of ‘northern’

glacial refugia (Kotlík et al., 2006). 

Fig. 2 Bank vole distribution range and identified mtDNA lineages. Blue lines show extent of ice sheets
during LGM. Modified from Wójcik et al. (2010) by Karolína Filipi.

 1.2.1.1 Evidence for cryptic northern glacial refugia

It is now considered a fact that the LGM had severe impact on species distribution

in Europe, especially in higher latitudes. These parts were inhospitable for most of the

temperate species due to the presence of ice sheets, permafrost or very harsh climatic
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conditions (Hewitt,  2004). A predominant theory has been that the temperate species

survived these periods of adverse conditions in areas with milder climate located in Iberia,

Italy  and  Balkans,  i.e.  the  three  major  Mediterranean  peninsulas  in  southern  Europe

(Taberlet et al., 1998). The recolonization of Europe after the onset of deglaciation was

carried out from these refugia. Patterns of this recolonization were described in a number

of species, three of which became a paradigm for others. These were the brown bear

(Ursus  arctos),  meadow  grasshopper  (Chorthippus  parallelus)  and  western  European

hedgehog  (Erinaceus  europaeus)  together  with  its  parapatric  sister  species  southern

white-breasted hedgehog (Erinaceus concolor; for detailed description see Hewitt, 2000).

However, phylogeographic studies supported also by fossil evidence came up with findings

challenging the universality of this theory. 

Fig.  3 Location  of  glacial  refugia  and  possible  directions  of
colonization routes after LGM.  ‘Traditional’ southern refugia
are  in  yellow,  alternative  cryptic  northern  refugia  in  red.
Reprinted from Stewart and Lister (2001).

Based on cytochrome  b sequence data for bank voles and common and pygmy

shrews (Sorex araneus and  Sorex minutus, respectively), Bilton et al. (1998) formulated

the hypothesis that the Mediterranean populations of these species did not contribute

much to the postglacial colonization of Europe. In their review, Stewart and Lister (2001)

pointed to possible existence of multiple ‘cryptic northern refugia’ in central and western
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Europe in areas with suitable stable microclimate (Fig. 3). Further analysis of the bank vole

molecular data carried out by Deffontaine et al. (2005) pointed to Carpathian mountains

as a possible area where the temperate woodland species could have survived the LGM.

This hypothesis is supported not only by fossil data (Horáček, 2000) but also by Kotlík et

al. (2006) who discovered a new bank vole mtDNA clade in the Carpathian area distinct

from  the  other  described  mtDNA  European  lineages.  The  divergence  time  and  also

significant  gene  flow  out  of  the  Carpathians  fit  perfectly  into  the  scenario  of

recolonization from these northern refugia  (Kotlík et al.,  2006). The importance of the

Carpathian refugium for the postglacial  colonization of  Europe (and hence also of the

bank  vole  as  a  model  species)  was  further  emphasized  by  Wójcik  et  al.  (2010)  who

discovered the occurence of the Carpathian clade in the area between the Carpathian

mountain range and the Baltic Sea and also by the aforementioned findings of Filipi et

al. (2015).

 1.2.1.2 Celtic fringe – evidence of population replacement

Determining  the  mtDNA  lineages  and  the  discovery  of  the  northern  glacial

refugium for the bank vole was just a beginning of its fruitful history as a model species.

Its excellent properties were used by Searle et al. (2009) who turned their attention to

Great Britain and found evidence for a population replacement, findings that challenge

the sole use of presumably selectively neutral markers in phylogeography. 

The  British  Isles  are  a  very  interesting  target  for  phylogeographical  studies.

Lowered sea level by approximately 120 m during the LGM (Rohling et al., 1998) resulted

in uncovering much more land than today. In some areas, these landmasses served as

landbridges. One of such landbridges, Doggerland, was located between the British Isles

and Europe (Spinney, 2008). Doggerland enabled species, including humans, to follow the

improving  climatic  conditions  and  to  reoccupy  the  British  Isles  previously  abandoned

because  of  the  ice  advance  (Barton  et  al.,  2003).  However,  the  warming  during  the

deglaciation lead to rising of the sea level and at approximately 8000 BP (Weninger et al.,

2008) the Doggerland was submerged beneath the North Sea. This isolation of Britain

from the continental Europe prevented it from being further colonized by small mammals

such as the bank vole, leaving the British populations in isolation from any gene flow from

the continental populations (Searle et al., 2009). 
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Searle et al. (2009) carried out a study in which they used three small mammal

species as a model to  help answer the questions about the recolonization of Britain by

humans after the LGM. An interesting feature of human populations inhabiting the British

Isles is the culturally, linguistically and genetically distinct Celtic fringe in the western and

northern periphery of Britain. The vernacular  name  ‘Celtic fringe’ was assigned to the

peripheral  areas  based  on  traditional  but  controversial  scenario  in  which  Britain  was

colonized  by  Celts,  who  replaced  the  earlier  inhabitants,  but  later  were  themselves

partially replaced by Anglo-Saxons (Searle and Wilkinson, 1987; Searle et al.,  2009) . To

shed more light on possible processes that lead to the formation of the Celtic fringe,

Searle et al. (2009) used mtDNA of the bank vole and two other small mammal species,

the field  vole (Microtus  agrestis)  and pygmy shrew for  a  phylogeographic  survey.  The

obtained results combined with data from the water vole (Arvicola terrestris) (Piertney et

al., 2005) showed a striking pattern. In all studied species, two distinct mtDNA lineages

were discovered and their distribution ranges exhibited a clear-cut boundary forming a

pattern highly similar to the human Celtic fringe (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4 Celtic fringe pattern of small mammals in Britain
represented  by  A: bank  vole  mtDNA,  B:  bank  vole
haemoglobin. 

Together with the clear north-south trend this pattern lead to the hypothesis of a

two  phase  colonization  of  Britain  over  the  Doggerland  landbridge  with  a  population

replacement event. The genotypes currently found in the peripheral  areas of western,

northern and, in some species, also southern Britain were assumed to be the relict of the

first  colonizing population which had been partially  replaced by  another  one possibly
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coming  from  a  different  refugium  and  currently  being  distributed  in  the  central  and

eastern parts of Britain (Searle et al., 2009).  These conclusions were later supported by

Filipi et al. (2015), who classified the bank vole populations in the periphery of Britain to

the Carpathian lineage and the second, central population to the Western lineage. 

The origin of the two colonizing populations in two geographically and, what is

more important, latitudinally separate refugia points to an idea that the different genetic

constitution  of  these  two  consecutive  populations  could  have  given  one  of  them  an

adaptive advantage over the other in the changing climatic conditions and that therefore

selection could have promoted the replacement (Searle et al., 2009; Filipi et al., 2015) .

However,  no  evidence  was  found  that  the  replacement  was  promoted  by  functional

divergence of the proteins encoded by mtDNA (Filipi et al., 2015). Thus the source of the

assumed adaptive divergence had to be somewhere else in the genome. 

Interestingly, the Celtic fringe pattern discovered in the small mammal species by

Searle et al. (2009) and Piertney et al. (2005) was also visible in the data from bank vole

haemoglobin  electrophoresis  (see  Fig.  4)  reported  previously  by  Hall  (1979).  This

surprising concordance of the bank vole haemoglobin with mtDNA markers of the bank

vole and other species pointing to the same replacement history attracted the attention

of Kotlík et al. (2014). They identified the genetic basis of the two haemoglobin variants

and indicated that this protein may have been involved in the population replacement

(Kotlík et al., 2014). Since these findings are a cornerstone on which I built my work a

separate chapter is dedicated to haemoglobin. 

 1.3 Haemoglobin coding genes as phylogeographic markers

Haemoglobin,  a  molecule  carrying  oxygen  from  the  lungs  to  the  tissues  and

enabling tissue oxidative metabolism, is a crucial protein component of the vertebrate red

blood cells (RBC). Vertebrate haemoglobin molecules are tetrameric, with two  α-globin

subunits and two β-globin subunits (Fig. 5). These are further composed of 141 and 146

amino acid residues, respectively, and the type and sequence of the residues composing

the globin chains largely influences the haemoglobin biochemical properties (Mozzarelli et

al., 2013).  The primary structure, i.e. aminoacid sequence of haemoglobin is variable in

vertebrates  on  both  inter-  and  intraspecific  level.  The  evidence  of  haemoglobin
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adaptations  to  deal  with  extreme  environments  (i.e.  hypoxic  waters,  high  latitudes,

extreme  temperatures)  suggests  that  the  variability  of  haemoglobin  might  often  be

functional  and crucial  for  species survival  under certain environmental  conditions (see

review in Weber and Fago, 2004).

Fig. 5  Model of human haemoglobin based on PDB
structure 1GZX, and rendered with PyMol Molecular
Graphics System by P.  Kotlík.  The  α-globin subunits
are in red, the β-globin subunits In blue. The green
parts represent the haem group.

In the particular case of small mammals, the molecular and functional basis of an

altitudinal adaptation of haemoglobin has been described for example in the deer mouse

(Peromyscus  maniculatus).  The  haemoglobin  with  higher  oxygen-binding  affinity  is

favoured  in  hypoxic  areas  of  higher  elevation  (Storz  et  al.,  2007).  The  difference  in

oxygen-binding affinity is underlaid by five amino acid substitutions in the  α-globin and

four  in  the  β-globin  subunits.  Significantly  high  level  of  altitudinal  differentiation  is

exhibited  by  genes  coding  for  the  beta  globin  chains,  presumably  due  to  a  strong

divergent selection. Functional analysis further revealed that there is a difference in the

oxygen-binding  affinity  between the  products  of  the  distinct  alleles  of  these  β-globin

genes (Storz et al., 2009). This evidence highly supports the credibility of the globin genes

as  a  means  to study  the  intraspecific  adaptive  evolution  and the role  of  selection  in

shaping the current genetic structure of populations. 
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 1.3.1 Molecular basis of haemoglobin variability in British bank voles 

As  mentioned  before,  Hall  (1979)  reported  the  existence  of  two  distinct

haemoglobin types in Britain with very sharply defined geographical distribution ranges

where no locality exhibited presence of both variants at once. The haemoglobin types

migrated at different speeds on electrophoresis and this is the reason why the variants

were provisionally labeled as HbS (migrating slowly) and HbF (migrating faster; Hall, 1979).

This was a rather unlucky choice, since studies dealing fetal haemoglobin refer to it as HbF

(for example Dan and Hagiwara, 1967). However, I follow here the Hall's terminology.  

There  are  five  globin  genes  in  the  bank  vole  that  can  be  responsible  for  the

variation. Three paralogous genes, referred to as HBA-T1, HBA-T2 and HBA-T3 based on

comparison with other rodents (Marková et al., 2014), code the α-globin chains. The two

remaining, coding the β-globin chains,  have a clear orthology to β-globin genes of other

rodent species and are referred to as HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 (Kotlík et al., 2014). However, it

is specifically the β-globin subunit, which is significant for the haemoglobin variability as

the  HbS  and  HbF  variants  are  distinguished  by  two  distinct  β-globin  polypeptides  as

discovered by an electrophoretic analysis (Fig. 6; Kotlík et al., 2014). 

Fig.  6 Urea-cellulose  acetate  electrophoresis  of  globin
polypeptides  demonstrating   β-globin  differences  between  HbS
and HbF variants.  Modified  from  Kotlík  et  al.  (2014) electronic
supplementary material.

The  β-globin  variability  is  underlied  by  the  non-synonymous  amino  acid

substitution Ser52Cys, where serine (Ser) is replaced by cysteine (Cys) at position 52 in the

protein chain counted in the 5' → 3' direction excluding the start codon. This aminoacid

substitution segregates at both the HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 genes and it is a result of a single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the β-globin gene sequence. While the 52Ser is coded

by  the  TCC triplet,  the  52Cys  is  coded by  the  codon  TGC (Fig.  7).  In  addition  to  the
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Ser52Cys substitution, a second non-synonymous substitution of alanine (Ala) by valine

(Val) is located at position 58 (Ala58Val). However,  both 58Ala and 58Val are present in

HbF as well as in HbS, so this substitution does not relate to the distinction between the

two haemoglobin types  (Kotlík et al., 2014). 

In  contrast,  the  Ser52Cys  polymorphism at  HBB-T1  exhibits  perfect  association

with the HbS and HbF variants of the British bank voles. The individuals bearing the HbS

variant are homozygous for Ser and those bearing HbF for Cys. Animals heterozygous for

haemoglobin are, as expected, heterozygous also for Ser/Cys at HBB-T1. Expectedly, the

spatial  pattern  of  the  52Ser  and  52Cys  allele  distribution  in  Britain  matches  the

distribution of HbS and HbF reported by Hall (1979), with the 52Ser allele being present in

the north and 52Cys in the south. The only exception is the presence of the 52Ser allele in

the southern periphery of Britain in Devon, which was not detected previously by Hall

(1979),  nevertheless  it  perfectly  reflects  the  'Celtic  fringe'  of  the  mtDNA  distribution

reported by Searle et al. (2009) and Kotlík et al. (2014).

In contrast to HBB-T1, no complete association with HbS and HbF variants was

detected in case of the same Ser52Cys polymorphism segregating at HBB-T2 (Kotlík et al.,

2014).  This  can  be  explained  by  the  fact,  that  HBB-T2  gene  exhibits  24-fold  lower

expression level than HBB-T1, which means that its contribution to  β-globin synthesis is

only minor  and the gene is thus expected to be exposed to less selection pressure than

HBB-T1. Thus HbS and HbF variants are result of the allelic variants at site β52 segregating

at  HBB-T1  (Kotlík  et  al.,  2014).  Nevertheless,  it  is  important  to  note  that  no  HBB-T2

haplotypes are shared between the southern and northern localities, with Devon being an

exception again (Kotlík et al., 2014).

Kotlík et al. (2014) hypothesized that the sharing of the Ser52Cys polymorphism by

HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 genes is result of gene conversion. Even though they managed to

detect gene conversion between the β-globin genes, the conversion tracts did not include

one or the other polymorphic amino acid site and thus the mechanism behind the shared

polymorphism remains unresolved  (Kotlík et al., 2014). 
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 1.3.2 Functional significance

Since the replacement of serine by cysteine is the only difference between HbS

and HbF variant it should be logically also the source of any functional difference between

the two variants (Kotlík et al., 2014). When it comes to their structure, the only difference

between Ser and Cys is that Cys contains sulphur instead of oxygen in Ser (Fig. 7). Such a

small change may seem insignificant, however the thiol (-SH) group can become highly

reactive  under  certain  conditions  and  that  lends  Cys  significantly  different  physical-

chemical properties from Ser (Jacob et al., 2005). 

Cys thiol group (-SH) ionizes easily forming a deprotonated thiolate anion with a

negative charge (-S-). The thiolate anion is able to form disulfide bonds in an oxidation

reaction. Intramolecular disulfide bonds are important for protein structure but thiolates

are  significant  for  physiology  mainly  when  exposed  on  surface  of  the  haemoglobin

molecule. Intermolecular disulfide bonds can be then formed with other protein and non-

protein thiol groups (Reischl et al., 2007; Kotlík et al., 2014).

Fig. 7 Model of bank vole haemoglobin showing in yellow the locations of
the  β52Cys  sulphur  atoms  on  its  surface (left). Short  segment  of  the
β-globin gene showing the SNP distinguishing between Cys/Ser (top right).
Structural formulas of Ser and Cys  showing their difference (down  right).
Figure prepared by Petr Kotlík for article in Živa magazine (see Annexe 11).

Cys reactivity depends generally on its position within the haemoglobin molecule

and the fraction of the thiolate anion present. The latter is determined by pKa value which

is  negatively  correlated  with  the  thiolate  anion  fraction  and  depends  on  electrostatic

interactions  between  the  anion  and  its  microenvironment  (Jacob  et  al.,  2005).  For

example positively charged residues in vicinity of the thiolate anion can help the Cys to

retain lower pKa values than the intrinsic 9 by stabilizing the anion by hydrogen bond
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(Miranda,  2000). In  addition  to  that,  the  accessibility  to  solvents  affects  Cys

deprotonation. Thus the exposed position of the Cys on the surface of the haemoglobin

molecule is crucial for its reactivity (Jacob et al., 2005). 

A possible indication of  a reactive Cys present in the haemoglobin molecule is

formation of intramolecular disulfide bonds leading to polymerization when exposed to

oxidizing agent. In the bank vole the polymerization of HbF was first detected by Hall in

1979 and later verified by Kotlík et al. (2014). In addition to that, Cys in HbF is proved to

be  completely  external  (see  Fig.  7)  with  a  low  pKa value  that  appears  to  be  largely

determined by a hydrogen bond with the β50Ser  side-chain (Kotlík  et  al.,  2014).  This

means that up to 94% of Cys in red blood cells of bank voles with HbF variant is in the

highly reactive thiolate anion form (Kotlík et al. 2014), which is quite unusual in mammals

(Reischl et al., 2007). 

External thiols are found only in 6 % of mammalian α-globin and in 5 % of β-globin

chain sequences. However, only the latter contain 4 % of truly external thiol residues, the

rest is present in external crevices as reviewed by Reisch et al. (2007). In their extensive

review,  these  authors  studied  155  mammalian  species  and  the  totally  external  thiol

occured only  in  7  species.  These  were  the  rat  (Rattus  norvegicus),  guinea  pig  (Cavia

porcellus),  lesser  hedgehog  tenrec  (Echinops  telfairi),  house  shrew  (Suncus  murinus),

mouse (Mus musculus),  virginia  opossum (Didelphis  marsupialis  virginiana)  and brown

greater galago (Galago crassicaudatus; Reischl et al., 2007). 

Interestingly, one of these species posseses the Cys on the same positon as bank

vole, at  β52. It is the lesser hedgehog tenrec and the presence of Cys is thought to be

possibly related with daily shifts in their activity and associated changes of temperature

and metabolic rate (Piccinini et al., 1991). In rat and guinea pig the external thiol groups

are hypothesized to be involved in antioxidant defense of red blood cells and detoxication

of the organism from carcinogenic electrophiles (Rossi et al., 1998; Miranda, 2000).

 1.3.3 Antioxidative effect of cysteine in haemoglobin

Red blood cells functionate as oxygen carriers in the organism and as such are

under constant risk of oxidative damage due to reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation.

To  mitigate  the  negative  effect  of  ROS  enzymatic  and  non-enzymatic  antioxidative
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defenses are of utmost importance. Among the non-enzymatic antioxidants one of the

most important and abundant is glutathione (GSH), a tripeptide formed by three amino

acids including one cysteine (Reischl et al.,  2007).  When the level of ROS production is

increased, glutathione is capable of reducing the ROS while being oxidized itself producing

glutathione disulfide (GSSG;  Filipovska and Murphy,  2006). The reduced form (GSH) is

more abundant than the glutathione disulfide in the intracellular environment but the

GSH/GSSG ratio is lowered under oxidative challenge. Since the reducing potential of the

red blood cells is dependent on the GSH/GSSG ratio, the regeneration of the glutathione

pool is crucial for effective antioxidant protection (Reischl et al., 2007). The GSSG can be

reduced  back  to  GSH  by  enzymes,  however  another  pathways  are  also  possible.

Haemoglobin  possesing  a  thiol  group  (HbSH)  can  help  regenerate  the  GSH  pool  by

reacting with glutathione disulfide, forming glutathionylated haemoglobin (HbSSG) and

releasing one molecule of GSH as described in rats (Rossi et al., 1998). In addition to that,

the data on rat haemoglobin show that the thiol group can react with ROS directly and

that the haemoglobin possessing highly reactive Cys can intercept the ROS even more

efficiently that GSH (Rossi et al., 1998).  

The  ability  of  bank  vole  haemoglobin  HbF  to  intercept  the  ROS  was  tested

experimentally by Kotlík et al. (2014) by a luminometric method to measure the  ‘Total

Radical-trapping Antioxidant Potential’, so called TRAP test. 

Fig.  8 Antioxidant  capacity  of  RBCs  of  bank  voles
carrying HbS and HbF represented by results of the
TRAP  test.  HbF  significantly  delays  the  luminol
oxidation.
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TRAP test uses organic radical producer and measures the delay in oxidation of

luminol to determine the period during which the red blood cells are able to capture ROS.

Luminol, when oxidized by  ROS, emits a luminescence signal measured by luminometer

and  thus  sudden  increase  of  luminescence  means  that  the  antioxidant  capacity  is

depleted.  The  longer  the  lag  phase  until  the  onset  of  luminescence,  the  higher  the

antioxidant  capacity  of  the sample  (Kotlík  et  al.,  2014). Fig.  8  shows clearly,  that  the

samples of HbF haemoglobin with 52Cys exhibited much higher (three fold when related

to a standard, trolox) antioxidant capacity than HbS samples. This means that the reactive

thiol group present in the bank vole haemoglobin HbF increases the resistance of their red

blood cells to oxidative damage (Kotlík et al., 2014). 

 1.3.4 Evolutionary origin and significance

 By comparison with continental populations founded by the same two colonists as

the British populations (from Sweden and Netherlands, respectively), Kotlík et al. (2014)

demonstrated that the first colonists of Britain carried the 52Ser haemoglobin variant and

the  second  colonists  the  52Cys  haemoglobin.  Filipi  et  al.  (2015)  then  provided  more

comprehensive data on mtDNA variation linking the first colonists to the Carpathian clade

and the second colonists to the Western clade.

These findings again support the idea of two phase colonization of Great Britain as

proposed by Searle et al. (2009). However, the two successive populations did not differ

only in their mtDNA, but also in their haemoglobin type (Kotlík et al., 2014). The higher

resistance to oxidative stress might be advantageous under conditions with higher ROS

production,  such  as  higher  muscular  activity,  increased  growth  rate,  increased

reproductive  effort  or  thermal  stress.  This  means  that  the  physiological  difference

between  the  two  haemoglobin  variants  might  lead  to  different  performance  of  the

populations under various conditions. In the case of the British bank voles the different

performance  during  divergent  stages  of  the  postglacial  climate  change  could  be  the

reason for the population replacement  (Kotlík et al.,  2014). It is possible, that the first

colonizing population coming from the northern refugium in the Carpathians was better

adapted for colder climate that prevailed during the early stages of the deglaciation, but

that  it  was  outperformed  by  the  second  population  coming  from  a  more  southern
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refugium as  the climate became warmer.  Taking the HbF properties  into account,  the

advantage could have been for example a possible higher reproduction rate of individuals

carrying  HbF afforded by  the increased antioxidative  capacity  of  their  red  blood cells

(Kotlík et al., 2014). This means that even though we are not able to establish a direct link

between climate and the haemoglobin variants, the possibility that one variant could have

been advantageous under certain climatic conditions than the other points to an idea that

some  populations  could  be  more  important  for  the  species  survival  certain  climatic

conditions than other populations, depending on their specific genetic constitution. 

In my study, I decided to go beyond the boundaries of Great Britain and to map the

geographic distribution of β52Cys allele in Europe in order to determine its distribution on

the  continent  and  its  possible  geographic  origin  and  to  reconstruct  its  evolutionary

history.  Since the amino acid substitution is present in both major and minor β-globin

genes, but in the latter is rather functionally insignificant due to the gene’s low expression

level, I decided to try also to shed more light on the possible influence of gene conversion

on  such  arrangement.  Specifically,  I  wanted  to  find  out  if  there  is  evidence  of  gene

conversion that could transfer the adaptive β52Cys allele between HBB-T1 and HBB-T2,

which would change its exposure to selection pressure (presumed to be stronger in high

expressed HBB-T1 than in low expressed HBB-T2). As a means to obtain the required data,

different sequence determination techniques were chosen.

 1.4 Sequencing methods

Different questions require different data and approaches to answer them. While

to  determine  the  geographical  distribution  of  the  Cys  allele  only  the  information  on

genotype on the target SNP position from multiple individuals is sufficient, phylogenetic

tree reconstruction requires information on longer gene regions. In case of this study, it

would be whole sequences of the major HBB-T1 and minor HBB-T2 beta globin genes,

including their three exons and two introns. 

Owing to technological development in last 50 years, there are many techniques of

DNA sequence determination available.  These technologies differ  in suitability of their

application  due  to  different  read  length,  accuracy  and  also  cost  and  laboriousness

(Ahmadian  et  al.,  2006). Sanger  sequencing,  a  once-revolutionary  approach  based on
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dideoxy chain termination, which was first introduced in 1977 (Sanger et al., 1977) , is still

very popular. Having gone through significant improvements during the years, it became a

robust technique offering rather long reads (500 – 1000 bp) and the ability of reliable de

novo sequencing (determination of unknown sequence) (Ahmadian et al., 2006) .  I thus

decided to  rely  on Sanger  sequencing to collect  data  on the whole  beta globin gene

sequences. However, the laboriousness of the method and longer time needed for the

analysis makes it rather ineffective in case of a single SNP genotyping (Ahmadian et al.,

2000). Therefore pyrosequencing performed on Qiagen PyroMark platform (Valencia, CA,

USA)  was selected for  genotyping  the variable  position  of  interest.  Since the method

represents  a core element of my research, but is still  somewhat less well known than

Sanger sequencing, I describe it in more detail in following section. 

 1.4.1 Highlights and drawbacks of pyrosequencing

Pyrosequencing is a technology that can be used in both confirmatory and de novo

sequencing (Ronaghi, 2001).  Its limited read lenght makes it ideal for applications where

where only a short sequence needs to be determined, such as SNP genotyping (Keller et

al.,  2011), resequencing  of  diseased  genes  (Sha  et  al.,  2012)  and  microbial  typing

(Sundquist  et  al.,  2007).  Rapid  sample  preparation,  possible  high  throughput,

programmable  nucleotide  dispensation  order  and  real-time  result  monitoring  are

amongst the greatest advantages of pyrosequencing (Fakruddin and Chowdhury, 2012). 

The main advantage for SNP genotyping specifically is that the pyrogram readout

enables  clear  distinction  of  various  genotypes  as  each allele  combination  results  in  a

specific pattern (Ahmadian et al., 2006) as demonstrated in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 9 Expected and obtained pyrograms for T/C SNP genotyping in heterozygous and
homozygous individuals. Modified from Royo et al. (2007).
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Moreover,  pyrosequencing  provides  not  only  the  data  on  genotype,  but  also

quantifies the proportion of variants present in tested sample (QIAGEN, 2010) . In case of

an SNP with two alleles, these values can be used as  an indicator of  accuracy of  the

genotype call. In addition to that, software provided with the platform is able to detect

various  problematic  conditions  like  wide  or  low  peaks,  high  background,  unreliable

surrounding sequence pattern and others.  This  helps  to find and eliminate erroneous

results.

The PyroMark Q24 platform has the capacity to perform 24 separate assays in one

run. Each sample is handled as a separate assay, which means that 24 different samples

can be analysed in one run (QIAGEN, 2010).

 1.4.2 Pyrosequencing technology and workflow

Pyrosequencing is based on the sequencing-by-synthesis principle and relies on

detection of pyrophosphate released during the DNA synthesis (Ronaghi, 2001) . Here I

describe the application of the pyrosequencing method as used for SNP genotyping with

the Qiagen PyroMark platform. My description is based on the information of the Qiagen

company published at their website (QIAGEN, 2010). 

 First, the DNA sequence to be analyzed is amplified by polymerase chain reaction

(PCR).  A  biotinylated  amplification  primer  is  used  for  the  strand  meant  to  be  the

pyrosequencing template (Fig. 10). 

Fig. 10 Schematic representation of amplification of
the  DNA  template  and  sequencing  primer
annealing. Copied from (QIAGEN, 2010)
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The PCR products are mixed with binding buffer and streptavidin-coated sepharose

beads. Since biotin binds to streptavidin, the biotinylated amplicons bind to the beads.

The amplicons bound to the beads are then immobilized on filter probes of a vacuum tool.

Vacuum applied to the tool creates a current through the probes when introduced into a

liquid.  Sepharose  beads  are  captured  on  the  filter,  since  they  are  too  large  to  pass

through. The vacuum tool is then inserted into a series of troughs containing denaturation

solution and washing buffer. After denaturation, the DNA strands separate and the one

lacking  biotin  is  washed  away  by  the  washing  buffer.  The  result  is  a  single-stranded

purified DNA template bound to the streptavidin-coated bead.

The single-stranded PCR amplicons are released from the beads and hybridized

with the sequencing primer (Fig. 10). Nucleotides (dNTPs, one at a time), enzyme solution

and substrate solution are loaded into correct department of PyroMark Q24 Cartridge.

Enzyme  solution  contains  DNA  polymerase,  ATP  sulfurylase,  luciferase  and  apyrase.

Substrate solution is comprised of adenosine 5' phosphosulfate (APS) and luciferin. During

the reaction, all  these components are dispensed from the cartridge into the reaction

plate with the solutions containing the different nucleotides (A, T, C, G) being dispensed

according to a dispensation order defined during the assay setup. When a nucleotide is

incorporated in the sequence light signal is emitted and detected. 

In case the nucleotide is complementary to the base in the template strand, DNA

polymerase  catalyzes  nucleotide  addition  to  the  sequencing  primer.  Whenever  the

incorporation  happens,  pyrophosphate  (PPi)  is  released  (Fig.  11).  The  quantity  of  PPi

released is equimolar to the amount of incorporated identical nucleotides.

Fig. 11 Schematic image of the pyrophosphate release. 
Copied from (QIAGEN, 2010).

PPi is converted to ATP which drives the conversion of luciferin to oxyluciferin. This

generates visible light in amounts that are proportional to the amount of ATP (fig. 12). The
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light produced is detected by camera device and seen as a peak in Pyrogram. The height

of each peak is proportional to amount of the incorporated nucleotides.

Fig. 12 A Schematic representation of the enzymatic cascade resulting in light emission and peak
detection. B Schematic representation of the resulting pyrogram. Copied from QIAGEN (2013).

Unincorporated nucleotides and ATP are degraded by apyrase. Another nucleotide 

is not added to reaction untill the degradation is complete. 
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 2 Aims of thesis

The  functional  difference  between  the  two  bank  vole  haemoglobin  variants  is

caused by a single non-synonymous mutation in the major β-globin gene. My thesis aimed

to  genotype  the  underlying  SNP,  describe  and  analyze  its  distribution  in  bank  vole

populations across Europe and use this information to determine the geographic origin of

the mutation and its evolutionary history. To meet the goals, pyrosequencing and Sanger

sequencing  were  used  in  combination  with  population  genetics,  spatial  analysis

techniques in GIS and phylogenetics.

The specific objectives were:

• to develop and optimize pyrosequencing assays to genotype the target variable

position separately in the major HBB-T1 gene and the minor HBB-T2 gene

• to genotype the SNP in 500+ specimens from various European populations

• to calculate, analyze and visualize the population allele frequency to determine

the possible geographic origin of the mutation

• to  sequence  representative  alleles  from  different  populations  using  Sanger

sequencing

• to clone PCR amplicons for individuals with unphased genotypes

• to  construct  phylogenetic  trees  from  the  resulting  sequences  to  unveil  the

evolutionary history of the mutation and to estimate whether the 52Cys alleles are

identical by descent (have a common ancestor)

• to test for gene conversion between the HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 genes as a possible

means of transfer of 52Cys between them
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 3 Materials and methods 

 3.1 Sample selection

A total  of  550 samples were selected from an extensive  inventory of  available

specimens  in  our  laboratory  stock.  Both  DNA  isolates  and  ethanol  preserved  tissue

samples were taken into account. 

The samples were chosen according to the location of the sampling site in such a

way that the whole species distribution range was covered as evenly as possible, including

the putative glacial refugia (Kotlík et al., 2006). Representatives of all the described bank

vole mtDNA clades  (Wójcik et al., 2010; Filipi et al., 2015) were included. To be able to

estimate the population allele frequency, sampling sites with sufficiently high number of

samples were selected preferentially, aiming at 10 voles per locality, and further handled

as separate regional populations. Where not enough individuals were available from the

same  site,  specimens  from  different  but  geographically  close  sampling  points  were

included into one ‘regional’ population. Regional populations are depicted in Fig. 13, for

the list of localities, their coordinates and number of samples included see Annexe 1.

Fig. 13 Locations of the bank vole regional populations. Dots represent the centres of population
samples. In case of populations including individuals from two or more sampling sites, location of
the centre was calculated as weighted average of sampling sites locations. Bank vole distribution
range taken from Wójcik et al. (2010).
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 3.2 DNA isolation

Total genomic DNA was isolated from  103 ethanol preserved samples using  the

Qiagen (Valencia, CA, USA) DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit. When available, liver or spleen

tissue was used to ensure optimal yield and quality of the isolated DNA. However, toe, tail

or  ear  clips  were  used in  some cases.  Optimized  protocol  provided with  the  kit  was

followed with two specific modifications. To ensure complete lysis, samples were lysed

overnight at  55°C,  rather than for  the recommended 1 to 8 hours (depending on the

tissue type). To increase the final DNA concentration in the eluate, only 100 μl instead of

200 μl of Buffer AE was used in the elution step. 

Centrifugation steps of all procedures requiring it, including the DNA isolation and

further mentioned DNA purification, were performed on centrifuge Mikro 200 (Hettich

Zentrifugen). 

 3.3 Gel electrophoresis

Presence of DNA in the eluate and the degree of its degradation was verified by gel

electrophoresis.  An  agarose  gel  was  prepared  by  dissolving  agarose  (SERVA,  research

grade quality)  in  0.5%  TBE  buffer  and  short  boiling  in  a  microwave.  The  final

weight/volume  percentage  concentration  of  the  agarose  was  0.8  %.  GoldViewTM

(Viswagen Biotech) dye was added before pouring the boiled agarose into the gel form.

The gel was then left in the form to solidify for 20 min at room temperature.

An aliquot of 5  μl of the DNA eluate was dyed using 1  μl DNA Gel Loading Dye

(Thermo Fischer Scientific) and loaded to the gel. Apart from dying the DNA to visualize

the result, the loading dye serves also to put weight to the sample to ensure it will sink to

the bottom of the well.  The gel electrophoresis was run on Labnet Power Station 300 in

TBE buffer at room temperature. The voltage for first 20 min was 80V and 98V for next 40

min. 

Results  of  the  gel  electrophoresis  were  checked  and  photographed  on

transluminator MultImageTM Light Cabinet (Alpha Innotech Corporation).
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 3.4 Pyrosequencing

For  genotyping  of  the  samples,  PyroMark  Instrument  and  software  was  used

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). This method is not only able to determine genotype for large

amount of individuals in short time, but also enables to quantify the accuracy of genotype

calls.  

 3.4.1 Pyrosequencing assay design

In  a  first  step  a  pyrosequencing  assay  had  to  be  developed.  Because  the

aminoacids Cys/Ser segregate at the same site in both genes coding for beta globin chain

in the bank vole  (Kotlík et al.,  2014) two separate assays were designed -  one for the

major HBB-T1 gene and second for the minor HBB-T2 gene. 

Each pyrosequencing assay is comprised of two amplification primers used for PCR

and one sequencing primer. To make the assays gene specific, amplification primers had

to be designed in regions where the paralogous genes are most dissimilar. Since the genes

differ most in the 3' untranslated region (UTR), the reverse amplification primers were

designed in that area. As the recommended length of the PCR amplification product used

for pyrosequencing reaction is only up to 500bp, the forward amplification primers were

located  as  close  to  the  target  variable  position  as  possible  to  produce  the  shortest

possible amplicon. Nevertheless, because the target SNP is located in the 2nd exon on the

position 264 and the 3'UTR starts behind the position 1100, the final PCR product could

not be shorter than 900bp. 

To generate sets of compatible amplification and sequencing primers according the

previously  mentioned  criteria,  PyroMark  Q24  Assay  Design  Software  was  used.  The

program scores the designed sets of primers according to several parameters specific for

pyrosequencing analysis. In that way the quality of pyrosequencing results that can be

achieved  by  each  set  is  quantified.  All  generated  possible  primer  combinations  were

manually checked, sets with the forward aplification primer positioned in an intron were

discarded. Introns, as non-coding regions, accumulate more variability than exons. Thus

placing  the  entire  amplification  primer  in  this  region  could  cause  a  decrease  of  the

amplification efficiency when amplifying variable sequences. In our samples a rather high
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variability in the introns was expected, since the specimens originated from various glacial

refugia. 

Three primer  sets  with  the best  score  were  then selected for  each  gene with

preference  for  sets  with  a  forward  sequencing  primers.  If  using  reverse  sequencing

primers, the second known SNP on position 282 causing Ala/Val substitution in HBB-T1

gene (Kotlík et al. 2014) would not be scored. This would be due to the location of the

sequencing primer, which has to be within 5 bp from the target SNP on position 264 to

ensure high accuracy of the genotype call. 

The selected sets of primers were evaluated with OLIGO Primer Analysis Software.

To avoid non-specific amplification or poor priming efficiency, optimal primer set should

generally contain primers with lowest possible mispriming efficiency, high internal stability

at the 5' end and low at the 3' end (to avoid extension from a primer annealed only at its

3'  end), and  most  similar  melting  temperatures of  the  amplification  primers  (Rychlik,

2007). The main advantage of OLIGO over PyroMark software is its ability to provide more

detailed  analyses  with  quantification  of  those  criteria.  Since  some  of  the  sequencing

primers generated by PyroMark software did not exhibit optimal internal stability profile,

OLIGO was used also to design possible alternatives. 

 3.4.2 Testing and optimization

The assays developed by PyroMark as well as the additional primers generated by

OLIGO were  tested  for  functionality  and efficiency  using  samples  of  known genotype

(determined  by  Sanger  sequencing;  Kotlík  et  al.,  2014) Representatives  of  all  three

possible genotypes were chosen to test power of PyroMark Q24 to distinguish clearly

between samples homozygous for Cys, homozygous for Ser and heterozygous.

 3.4.2.1 Testing of amplification primers - PCR

First, the amplification primers had to be tested. To test the functionality of each

set, the first PCR was always run at the temperature suggested by PyroMark Assay Design

software as the optimal Tm. A second PCR was then run with a temperature gradient to

find the optimal annealing temperature for each set. Temperatures slightly exceeding the

minimal and maximal Tm recommended by OLIGO were taken as the limit temperatures

for each gradient. The intermediate temperature steps were calculated automatically by
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the  C1000TM Thermal Cycler from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA, USA), which was

used  for  all  PCR  amplification  mentioned  in  chapter  3.  Materials  and  methods.  The

highest temperature at which the desired fragments were amplified in sufficient quantity

was selected for each primer set as the annealing temperature for further optimization

steps. 

For the PCR mix a pre-mixed PPP Master Mix (Top-Bio, Prague, Czech Rep.) was

used.  It  is  an  ideal  option  for  routine  PCR  analyses  since  it  contains  nucleotides,

magnesium,  Taq  DNA  polymerase  and  optimalised  reaction  buffer  in  double

concentration. For the reaction preparation only the template DNA, primers and PCR H2O

have to be added. The Master mix also contains a loading dye and additives that make

possible immediate loading of the samples to gel for electrophoresis. For example of PCR

mix and programme see optimized HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 protocols in Annexe 2.

Purity  and  yield  of  all  performed  PCR  was  verified  by  gel  electrophoresis.  An

aliquot of 1 μl of the PCR product was loaded to gel. No additional loading dye was added

to the sample since PPP Master mix was used for PCR. To be able to verify the size of the

amplified fragment, 3  μl  of a size marker GeneRuler 100 bp Plus DNA Ladder (Thermo

Scientific)  was  loaded  to  the  gel  together  with  the  samples.  Other  procedures  and

conditions were same as described in chapter 3.3 Gel electrophoresis. 

 3.4.2.2 Testing of sequencing primers

For  the  first  testing  purification  and  pyrosequencing  run  all  procedures  and

conditions  were  followed  as  recommended  by  Qiagen  in  PyroMark  Q24  Vacuum

workstation quick start guide  (Annexe 3).  The results obtained under these conditions

were correct, but marked as low quality due to low peak height (Fig. 14). 

The PyroMark software evaluates the results and marks them as PASS, CHECK or

FAIL quality primarily according to the peak height which is expressed on the X axis of

each pyrogram in relative light units (RLU). CHECK quality requires single peak height at

least 10 RLU and PASS at least 20 RLU. These threshold values can be adjusted, however,

too low peaks can lead to erroneous results. Other criteria that can affect the quality of

the read is signal to noise ratio, width of the peaks and surrounding sequence pattern.
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Fig. 14 Pyrogram obtained respecting recommended  conditions
(top) and expected pattern (down).  The Y axis in the top is in
RLU,  the  Y  axis  in  the  bottom  panel  shows  number  of
incorporated  nucleotides.  Variable  positions  are  in  light  blue.
Empty  light  grey  rectangles  show  variants  of  the  variable
positions. The obtained pyrogram matches the expected pattern
and the result is  thus correct despite the low peak height. 

 3.4.2.3 Optimization 

An  optimization  was  done  to  reach  adequate  quality  of  the  genotypes.  The

optimization process included testing various procedure conditions and manipulating the

amount of chemicals used. 

The  first  assumption  was  that  the  amount  of  DNA  in  samples  used  for  the

pyrosequencing reaction has been too low. This hypothesis was tested by performing a

run with DNA concentration gradient from 5 to 30 ng/μl.  The DNA concentration was

estimated using the GeneRuler 100bp Plus quantification ladder on gel electrophoresis

after PCR amplification. When needed, the DNA was diluted to the required concentration

by high purity water used for PCR mixes. Other conditions of sample preparation and

analysis  were  left  unchanged.  Peak  height  showed tendency  to  improve  slightly  with

higher concentration but the result was still marked as low quality due to low peak height.

Then the DNA concentration was increased up to 50 ng/μl but without any significant

improvement of the peak height. 

As  a  second,  hypothesis  was  tested  that  vortexing  PCR  products  at  1400  rpm

during the immobilization step leads to breaking of the long PCR amplicons and thus to

low quality  results.  Lower  rpm (1000)  for  longer  time (20 min)  was used,  with other
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conditions unchanged. However, the results showed that lower rpm lead to poor mixing of

the PCR producst with streptavidin-coated Sepharose beads. The peak height was even

lower than in the first testing run.

Poor results when the mixture was agitated more gently lead us to a hypothesis,

that the volume of Streptavidin Sepharose beads added to our PCR product has been too

low. The long PCR amplicons could have been sort of a barrier for the beads, preventing

the beads, if present in too low number, from mixing properly with the PCR product. To

test this hypothesis, a run with samples mixed with 2 μl of Streptavidin Sepharose beads

at  1400 rpm for 20 min was performed. The peak height almost doubled and all results

were qualified as PASS quality. 

Performance of the tested assays was compared. The assay with best and most

balanced peak height in all three tested genotypes was selected for each gene.

These final pyrosequencing assays were once more tested in a run where 3 μl of

Streptavidin Sepharose beads were added to the PCR products. The increased amount

resulted  in  slightly  higher  peaks  than  in  the  run  with  2  μl  of  beads  and  was  thus

incorporated into the final protocol (see Annexe 4a).  

 3.4.3 Genotyping the samples

 The sample processing was divided into 2 consecutive days. One day the selected

gene  was  amplified  using  the  optimized  PCR  conditions  and  selected  primer  set

(Annexe 2) and a gel electrophoresis was run to verify the product quality. The second day

the  PCR  products  of  sufficient  quality  were  processed  according  to  the  optimized

immobilization,  sequencing  primer  annealing  and  pyrosequencing  run  preparation

protocols (see Annexe 4). This helped to maximize the efficiency of the pyrosequencing by

minimizing the chance for  DNA degradation of the PCR products.  When possible,  120

samples, with some extra to compensate for potentially low quality ones, were amplified

by PCR in one day. This was because the amount of the PyroMark Q24 Gold Reagents is

designed for five pyrosequencing runs of 24 samples each. To avoid possible degradation

of the reagents by repeated thawing and freezing, the best approach was to prepare and

perform all  five  runs  in  one  day.  Subsequent  data  analysis  of  the  obtained results  is

described in chapter 3.7.1 Pyrosequencing data analysis.
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 3.5 Sanger sequencing

For the phylogenetic tree construction it was necessary to obtain sequence data

for the whole beta globin genes. The goal was to compare the phylogenetic relationships

of β52Cys and β52Ser alleles. Specifically whether the Cys alleles from different parts of

the distribution area are evolutionarily closer to each other than to Ser alleles from the

same or other populations.  For this purpose representatives bearing the  β52Cys allele

from different parts of its distribution area were selected, including the isolated areas of

higher β52Cys allele frequency in Sweden and the Balkans. To compare the phylogenetic

relationships,  representatives  of  the  β52Ser  allele  were  added to  the  list.  In  total  38

representative  specimens  were  selected  for  each  gene  based  on  the  results  of  allele

frequency interpolation,  however  sequences  for  some of  them were already available

from previous studies. Thus, the sequencing analysis was done in total for 30 samples for

the HBB-T1 gene and 28 samples for the HBB-T2 gene For list of samples see Annexe 5.

 3.5.1 PCR amplification

The  major  HBB-T1  gene  was  amplified  from  the  selected  samples  using  PCR

primers  BT1F1  and  BT1R593.  For  amplification  of  the  minor  HBB-T2  gene  primers

HBB10U19 and HBB1266L21 were used. Both of these sets were originally designed by

Kotlík et al. (2014) for the purpose of a previous study in such a way that each of the sets

selectively amplified only one of the two genes. For primer sequences, PCR mixes and

programmes used see Annexe 6a. 

 3.5.2 Purification of PCR products and quantification

The  obtained  amplicons  were  purified  using  a  commercial  kit  (QIAquick  PCR

Purification Kit, Qiagen) and quantified on gel electrophoresis. An aliquot of 1 μl of PCR

product was mixed with 0.5 μl of DNA Gel Loading Dye and loaded to gel. In addition, 3 μl

of a size marker GeneRuler 100 bp Plus DNA Ladder were loaded to the gel together with

the samples. Other procedures and conditions were the same as described in chapter 3.3

Gel electrophoresis. 
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 3.5.3 Sequencing

All successfully amplified and purified amplicons were sequenced using the Sanger

sequencing  method.  Sequencing  primers  used  for  HBB-T1  were  the  same  as  for  the

amplification, for HBB-T2 primer HBB597U19 was used instead of HBB1266L21  (for the

primer sequences see Annexe 6b). Both forward and reverse sequencing primers were

used since the amplicon length was too high for one read only. Also the accuracy of the

reads is lowering with increasing distance from the priming site. All sequencing was done

at Macrogen Inc. (Soul, South Korea). For subsequent data analysis see 3.7.2 Sequencing

data analysis. 

 3.6 Cloning

The haplotype phase for individuals with more heterozygous positions than one

was primarily determined by computational methods (see below). Where the phase was

not  determined  with  sufficient  probability  or  in  sequences  with  indels  present  an

experimental  approach  of  phase  determination,  cloning,  was  adopted.  In  total

19 sequences were used for cloning. Gene sequences from these samples were amplified

again using  the same PCR primers,  mixes  and programmes as  for  Sanger  sequencing.

Obtained amplicons were purified using the commercial QIAquick PCR Purification Kit and

cloned using Qiagen PCR Cloning kit. 

 3.6.1 Cloning procedure

Following the procedures  as  given by Qiagen in PCR Cloning kit  handbook the

amplicons were ligated into the pDrive cloning vector. Ligation phase was extended to

2 hours as recommended to ensure higher number of recombinants. The pDrive vectors

were transformed into competent cells E.coli lacZ∆M15 by heat shock. Cells were plated

on  media  containing  antibiotics,  specifically  ampicilin,  enabling  selection  on  cells

containing plasmid. IPTG and X-gal solution was spread over the media before plating to

enable  selection  on  cells  containing  recombinant  plasmid.  Colonies  of  cells  with  no

plasmid  will  not  grow  on  ampicilin,  colonies  of  cells  containing  plasmid  without

incorporated insert turn blue during cultivation. 
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 3.6.2 Plasmid DNA isolation and verification

Plasmid DNA was isolated from colonies using the commercial QIA Prep® Miniprep

Kit from Qiagen. Verification of inserted fragment length was done by restriction of the

plasmid by endonucelase EcoRI. This enzyme cuts the plasmid at sites to the left and to

the right of the insert so the verification was done by analysis of the DNA fragments by gel

electrophoresis. 

An aliquot of 1  μl of the digested plasmid DNA was mixed with 0.5 μl of loading

dye and loaded to gel. For size verification 1 μl of dyed purified PCR product of cloned

samples and 3 μl  of size marker GeneRuler 100 bp Plus was loaded to gel  too.  Other

procedures and conditions were the same as described in 3.3 Gel electrophoresis. 

 3.6.3 Sequencing

Plasmid DNA of clones containing fragment of the correct length was sequenced

using primers M13F20 (5'GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT3')  and M13R (5'AACAGCTATGACCATG3').

These primers anneal to the plasmid DNA and span the inserted fragment. Six clones per

each amplicon were sequenced when enough recombinant clones were available. Again,

for Sanger sequencing the service of the Macrogen company was used. Subsequent data

analysis is described below in 3.7.3 Cloning data analysis.

 3.7 Data analysis

 3.7.1 Pyrosequencing data analysis

The  obtained  data  from  each  pyrosequencing  run  were  manually  checked  in

PyroMark Q24 software for accuracy of the genotype calls. The β52Cys allele frequencies

in the regional populations were calculated and tested for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in

GENEPOP v 4.2 (Rousset, 2008). An exact HW test (Haldane, 1954) was used to test the

hypothesis that the observed genotype frequencies correspond the expected frequencies

for  population  in  a  Hardy-Weinberg  equilibrium  (HW).  HW  determines  the  expected

genotype frequency in a population based on the observed allele frequencies. In case of

two  alleles  the  expected  genotype  frequencies  are  the  expected  frequencies  of  the

homozygotes for each allele and of the heterozygotes. A deviation from HW would point

to a possible erroneous genotype determination, mixing of both genes in one dataset or
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that  putting individuals  from different sampling localities into one regional  population

causes significant bias in our dataset. Three variants of the exact test were used, one to

test  any deviation from HW in population and two others  that  specifically  test  either

heterozygote excess or deficit (Rousset and Raymond, 1995).

To visualize the results, the allele frequency data was used as an input for ArcGIS v

10.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). The allele frequency surfaces were interpolated using the

Inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation method in 3D Analyst tools. IDW uses a

method of interpolation which estimates cell values by averaging the values of sample

data points in the neighbourhood of each processing cell. The IDW method was selected

for two reasons. Firstly, this method does not interpolate the values outside the range of

the observed values which serve as the input data. Secondly, IDW takes into account the

distance of  the sample  data  point  from the  center  of  the  cell  for  which  the value is

estimated. The closer the sample data point is, the more influence or weight it has in the

estimation process. 

 3.7.2 Sequencing data analysis

The  sequences  obtained  by  Sanger  sequencing  were  individually  aligned  to  a

reference sequence and manually checked and corrected any errors in CodonCode Aligner

(version  5.0.1.6;  CodonCode  Corporation,  Centerville,  MA,  USA).  As  the  reference

sequences were used those published in GenBank by Kotlík et al. (2014). The reference

sequence for HBB-T1 is accessible under the accession number KJ677170 and the one for

HBB-T2 under the accession number KJ677198. All sequences for each gene separately

were exported to BioEdit (version 7.0.9.0 ) and a complete alignment file was created.

These data were used as input for DnaSP software (Librado and Rozas, 2009) in which the

haplotype phase reconstruction for sequences containing two or more polymorphic sites

was  performed.  DnaSP  uses  PHASE  program,  a  coalescent-based  Bayesian  method

(Stephens et al., 2001; Stephens and Donnelly, 2003), to infer the haplotypes. 

 3.7.3 Cloning data analysis

The obtained sequences were aligned to the reference sequence in CodonCode

Aligner.  Aligned  sequences  were  manually  checked  for  possible  errors  due  to  PCR

recombination (Cronn et al., 2002). Such artifactual sequences were discarded and the
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inferred haplotypes were exported to BioEdit. These results were compiled together with

the results from the direct sequencing. These data files were used as the basic input for

the subsequent phylogenetic analyses. 

 3.7.4 Evolutionary analysis

For  the purpose of  phylogenetic  analyses  were the BioEdit  files containing the
compiled data from sequencing and cloning transformed as following: 

• BioEdit file for each gene separately, containing all sequences in the form of two
alleles even in case of homozygous individuals

• BioEdit file containing all sequences of both genes in one alignement - for gene
conversion analysis with DnaSP

 3.7.4.1 Intragenic recombination

The BioEdit data files were converted to FASTA format and first analyzed by DnaSP

software (Librado and Rozas,  2009).  To eliminate  duplicate  information and lower  the

computational  demands  files  with  unique  haplotypes  were  generated.  Gaps  and

invariable sites were included.  

The files with the unique haplotypes of each gene were tested for recombination

which  can  significantly  alter  the  phylogenetic  relationships  reconstruction.  The  HyPhy

package accessible through the Datamonkey web (http://www.datamonkey.org./) (Pond and

Frost, 2005; Pond and Muse, 2005) interface was used. To obtain a more comprehensive

view, both Single Breakpoint Recombination (SBP) and Genetic Algorithm Recombination

Detection (GARD) methods were used. SBP takes into account only one breakpoint at

once, GARD on the other hand works with a hypothesis that alignment contains more

breakpoints  and  works  with  these  multiple  breakpoints.  GARD  thus  resolves  a  more

complicated issue and uses a different, but potentially less accurate algorithm than SBP.

Both methods in general search for segment-specific phylogenies. Sequence alignment is

splitted into a left and right segment at the position of the detected breakpoint(s). Both

GARD  and  SBP  then  asses  whether  these  different  segments  of  sequence  alignment

support different phylogenetic trees. Positive result points to a recombination event (Pond

et al., 2006a, 2006b). 
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 3.7.4.2 Intergenic gene conversion 

The file  containing the alignment of  the unique haplotypes of  both genes was

subjected to an analysis of gene conversion. Gene conversion is important to detect for

correctly  inferring  the  phylogenetic  relationships.  During  gene  conversion,  genetic

material  is  transferred from a donor  sequence,  such as  an allele of  one gene,  to the

acceptor sequence, typically an allele from a paralogous gene. After the conversion event

both alleles become identical in the tract that is transferred. To detect the potential gene

conversion between HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 the method according to  Betrán et al.  (1997)

which is implemented in DnaSP software was used. This test uses an algorithm to detect

possible conversion tracts and then applies a statistical method to determine the number

and length of the conversion tracts from the DNA sequences. 

 3.7.4.3 Phylogeny reconstruction

The phylogenetic  trees were constructed using Mega6 software (Tamura et al.,

2013) taking into the account the position of the identified break points and conversion

tracts. The goal was to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships between  β52Cys and

β52Ser alleles to estimate whether all β52Cys alleles are identical by descent, i.e. have the

same origin. The maximum likelihood method (ML) was used for all  phylogenetic tree

construction.  This method selects the most likely hypothesis (in our case phylogenetic

tree) given the available data. The phylogenetic trees were rooted  by sequences of the

grey-sided vole Clethrionomys rufocanus that served as outgroup. 
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 4 Results

 4.1 DNA isolation

DNA was successfully extracted from 93 out of the 103 selected samples. The rest

of the samples did not exhibit any DNA present on the verification electrophoresis gel or

there  was  no  PCR  product  amplified  in  the  first  step  of  pyrosequencing  analysis.

Interestingly,  these samples have been mostly collected by external collaborators. Best

performing were, as expected, spleen and liver samples, however the DNA isolation was

successful even from the toe, ear and tail clips. 

 4.2 Pyrosequencing

Even  though  the  recommended  length  of  PCR  amplicons  to  be  used  for

pyrosequencing is only up to 500 bp, pyrosequencing assays for amplicons longer than

900 bp were successfully developed, tested and optimized. 

After  combining  PyroMark  software  and OLIGO results,  seven different  sets  of

primers were prepared for testing for the major HBB-T1 gene and nine sets for the minor

HBB-T2  gene.  In  case  of  HBB-T2  three  assays  contained  the  sequencing  primer

HBB_T1_RB_FS16 originally developed for HBB-T1 assays. This primer was the only one

annealing right before the target SNP.  One assay containing two amplification primers and

one sequencing primer was finally selected for each gene (Tab. 1).  

Tab. 1. Sequences of primers in the final selected pyrosequencing assays. 

* The sequencing primer originally designed for HBB-T1 pyrosequencing assays was used also for
HBB-T2.

A total of 518 samples out of 550 selected were successfully genotyped for both

genes. Generally speaking, the samples obtained from liver or spleen gave higher peaks
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primer sequence type direction

HBB_T1_RB_F19 amplification F

HBB_T1_RB_R19 amplification R

5' GACCTGTCCTCTGCCT 3' sequencing F

HBB_T2_RB_F21 5' TTGGACCCAGAGGTTCTTTGA 3' amplification F

HBB_T2_RB_R21 5' CTCCAGGGGACAAAAAACATT 3' amplification R

5' GGCTGCTGGTKGTCTACCC 3'
5' ACAGGCAAGTGCAGGAAAG 3'

HBB_T1_RB_FS16*



than those from tail, ear or toe clips. Also samples collected by members of our laboratory

were performing better that those obtained from external collaborators. 

Despite the careful optimization I did not avoid occurrence of errors in some of the

pyrosequencing results. In the HBB-T2 assay in 17 samples a T peak occurred at the very

beginning of the sequence. Even though the peak was very low, it was a sign of an error.

PyroMark dispenses one nucleotide that  is  not  present in the sequence aways  at  the

beginning of the sequence and before every variable position.  This blank dispensation

serves as a sequencing control. Using a different sequencing primer (HBB_T2_RB_FS15,

for sequence see Annexe 7a) for correction runs solved the problem and the corrected

sequences did not contain any unexpected peaks anymore. What was more important,

genotypes on target positions obtained with the new primer differed from those obtained

with the original primer HBB_T1_RB_FS16. In sequences with the T peak occurrence the

target position was detected as polymorphic and the individual as heterozygous bearing

both alleles. However, in the corrected sequences without the spurious T peaks all these

individuals were detected as homozygous for Ser. 

Seven  samples  amplified  for  HBB-T1,  and  four  of  these  seven  that  were

successfully  amplified  also  for  HBB-T2,  repeatedly  exhibited poor  results  with missing

peaks within the whole sequence genotyped or with highly unreliable pattern surrounding

the variable positions  (for  list  see Annexe 7b).  These samples were also rerun with a

different sequencing primer and in case of HBB-T1 a completely different pyrosequencing

assay  with  a  different  amlification  primers  was  used  (see  Annexe  7a).  However,  no

significant improvement was reached. Since none of the PCR exhibit any deviations that

would  point  to  non-specific  amplification,  these  samples  were  not  amplified  nor

sequenced again. They were excluded from further data analyses, but were put on the list

of samples for Sanger sequencing to obtain the whole gene sequences and to reveal the

possible cause of the missing peaks.

Since I was able to optimize  the pyrosequencing assays for both genes to cover

also the  second polymorphism previously  detected  at  the  HBB-T1  gene,  the  Ala58Val

substitution, I recorded also the results for this SNP. Val occurs at the position 58 only

when there is Cys at position 52, however not always, so there is no clear association

between the two amino acid substitutions.  Thus no further analysis  was  done in  this
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respect. My results support the previously obtained results by Kotlík et al. (2014) with no

Val being present at HBB-T2 at the position 58. 

The  β52Cys  allele frequency was calculated  for  each population and tested for

conformity  to  Hardy-Weinberg  eqilibrium  (HW).  There  were  only  two  significant

deviations from HW detected with a P value lower than 0.05, concretely in the CHEATIT

population (0.04)  and RO1 population (0.03).  In  both  of  these regional  populations  a

heterozygote deficit was found. Since both of these population samples were created by

merging two or more sampling sites such a result is not unexpected. This is because when

samples from two or more populations with different allele frequencies are pooled, the

genotype frequencies in the pool do not conform to the HW expectations even if each of

the individual  populations is in HW. The fact that only two out of  the 70 populations

showed a deviation from HW suggests that pooling sites has not seriously affected my

results.

At HBB-T1, 43 out of 70 tested populations carried the  β52Cys allele. Twelve of

these populations were fixed for this allele and 31 polymorphic with the  β52Cys allele

frequency ranging from 0.06 to 0.96. At HBB-T2 the β52Cys shows rather more restricted

distribution with only six populations fixed for the allele and 26 polymorphic with the

β52Cys allele frequency in the range from 0.05 to 0.94 (for complete list of localities and

allele frequencies see Annexe 1). 

Finally, I come to the main result of the pyrosequencing analysis. Figs. 15A and B

show  the  allele  frequency  surfaces  interpolated  in  ArcGIS.  They  reveal  a  strong

geographical pattern of the  β52Cys allele distribution. At both genes the distribution of

the β52Cys allele is largely concentrated to the west of Europe, with the majority of the

fixed and high-frequency populations in France, Germany and the Netherlands. Moreover,

comparison of Fig. 15A and Fig. 15C shows a clear tendency for the β52Cys allele to be

associated  with  the  Western  mtDNA  lineage.  Surprisingly,  at  HBB-T1  there  are  two

separate increases of the β52Cys allele frequency in the Balkans, concretely Bulgaria, and

in southern Scandinavia,  specifically Sweden (Fig.  15 A). These localities belong to the

Balkan and Carpathian mtDNA lineage, respectively (Fig. 15 C). 
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Fig.  15 Geographic  distribution  of  β52Cys  allele  at  HBB-T1  (A)  and  HBB-T2  (B)  shown  as
interpolated allele  frequency surfaces.  Dots  represent  centres  of  population samples.  Data  for
Britain were taken from Kotlík et al. (2014). C represents mtDNA lineages distribution as revised by
Filipi et al. (2015). 
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 4.3 Sanger sequencing

At  HBB-T1,  for  21  out  of  30  analyzed  samples  sequence  data  were  obtained

successfully by direct sequencing. The remaining 9 were discarded due to repeatedly poor

performance in PCR amplification step. Sequence data were obtained also from the seven

samples added to the list due to the missing peaks they exhibited in the pyrosequencing

analysis. A total amount of eight additional bank vole sequences available from previous

study was added to the dataset. However, for 9 sequenced heterozygous samples I was

unable to resolve the phase of the haplotypes by PHASE software and had to use cloning.

Five out of these nine samples contained indels in their sequences.

At HBB-T2, 21 out of the 28 analyzed samples were successfully sequenced as well

as the four out of the seven samples  showing poor pyrosequencing results. Again, the

remaining 10 samples were discarded due to poor PCR amplification performance. A total

amount of 10 additional bank vole sequences available from previous study was added to

the dataset. A total of 10 heterozygous samples were cloned to obtain phased haplotypes.

For complete list of samples see Annexe 5.

 4.4 Cloning

Cloning was successful for all samples subjected to it. Nevertheless, it had to be

repeated for  three  samples.  These  either  produced only  low number  of  recombinant

colonies that could be used for sequencing and/or the sequences obtained from these

samples were of very poor quality, often containing high number of PCR artifacts. These

samples  were  cloned  again.  To  minimize  the  probability  of  recombinant  sequences

formation during PCR, the PCR programme used for the amplification was modified. The

amplification step was prolonged to avoid not fully amplified sequences to be produced

and the number of cycles was lowered (for the exact PCR programme see Annexe XY). To

assure the best possible performance, I also used a fresh stock of the pDrive vector from a

newer cloning kit. 

The sequences obtained by cloning were aligned with the sequences obtained by

direct  Sanger  sequencing  of  the  PCR  products  and  included  in  the  final  dataset.  An

outgroup  sequence  of  C.  rufocanus  already  obtained  by  Sanger  sequencing  for  the

purpose of a previous study was added to the dataset. After editing the files so that each
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sample was represented by two sequences,  either identical  or different depending on

whether it was a homozygote or heterozygote, the resulting files contained 74 sequences

for HBB-T1 and 72 sequences for HBB-T2, with the difference being due to differential

amplification success between the genes in some individuals.

 4.5 Evolutionary analysis

 4.5.1 Recombination

DnaSP produced 38 unique haplotypes  from the 74 HBB-T1 sequences  and 43

haplotypes from the 72 HBB-T2 sequences. The file with all  the haplotypes from both

genes aligned together  thus  contains  81  unique  haplotypes.  (For  the  complete  list  of

haplotypes,  individuals  carrying  them and the  sampling  localities,  see  Annexe  8)  This

number is including the outgroup C. rufocanus sequences that account for 3 haplotypes in

total.  The  outgroup  haplotypes  were  omitted  from  the  recombination  and  gene

conversion analysis. 

The SBP analysis identified significant breakpoints in both the HBB-T1 and HBB-T2

datasets (Tab. 2). For each gene, the most probable breakpoint was detected on same

position with both the AIC and cAIC criterion (Tab. 2). The GARD analysis did not identify

any significant breakpoint according to AIC or cAIC.

Tab. 2. Breakpoints with strong support identified by SBP analysis in DataMonkey. The most probable

breakpoint at each gene is highlighted.

 4.5.2 Gene conversion

A significant presence of conversion tracts was detected in haplotypes from both

HBB-T1 and HBB-T2. In total, 12 different conversion tracts were identified affecting 23

haplotypes (some tracts were present in multiple haplotypes, for figure see Annexe 9).

Three of these conversion tracts, affecting six haplotypes, included the target SNP position

Ser52Cys. Only one of these tracts affects HBB-T1 haplotypes, but three of them. These

are one haplotype from France (Hap_18) and two from Sweden (Hap_21 and Hap_22),
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breakpoint AIC AIC support cAIC cAIC support

HBB-T1 haplotypes 514 6047.01 0.22843 6083.56 0.225731
521 6046.09 0.362554 6082.63 0.35827

HBB-T2 haplotypes 476 4753.39 0.687908 4809.78 0.518795



from  the  locality  where  the  separate  increase  of the  β52Cys  allele  frequency  was

observed (Fig. 15A). In two of these three HBB-T1 haplotypes (Hap_18 and Hap22), the

conversion tract contained a codon for Cys and in the third haplotype (Hap_21) a codon

for Ser.  The SBP analysis identified possible breakpoints in both the HBB-T1 and HBB-T2

datasets.  

 4.5.3 Phylogenetic relationships

In  Figs.  16  through  19  there  are  phylogenetic  trees  reconstructed  by  ML  and

showing the relationships among the HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 haplotypes, separately for each

gene,  and  taking  into  account  the  results  of  the  recombination  analysis.  Thus,  two

haplotype trees are presented for each gene, one representing the gene segment to the

left of the breakpoint and including it (Figs. 16 and 18) and the other the segment to the

right of the breakpoint (Figs. 17 and 19). For any reference of the haplotypes and origin of

samples included in them see Annexe XY.

Fig. 16 represents the haplotype tree for the HBB-T1 gene, specifically for the gene

segment to the left side of the breakpoint located at the site 521. To estimate the tree the

Kimura  2-parameter  substitution  model  (K2)  with  an  allowance  for  the  presence  of

invariant sites (+I) was used, which was found to be the best-fit model for this part of the

alignment. The tree shows that the haplotypes containing the 52Cys allele cluster to three

distinct groups hereafter referred to as ‘Eastern’, ‘Western’ and ‘SWE+FR’. The ‘Eastern’

haplogroup is comprised of 5 haplotypes from eastern Europe, concretely Hap 2 (BGR),

Hap 6 (SRB), Hap 11 (POL + SVK), Hap 12 (POL + SVK) and Hap 14 (POL). The ‘Western’

group consists of 4 haplotypes from the Czech Republic and western Europe, specifically

Hap 7 (CZE), Hap 8 (CZE), Hap 10 (DEU) and Hap 20 (FRA). The ‘SWE+FR’ haplogroup is, as

the name implies, formed by haplotypes from France (Hap 18) and Sweden (Hap 22).

The tree in Fig. 17, representing the HBB-T1 gene segment to the right side of the

breakpoint  located  at  the  site  521,  was  constructed  using  the  K2  model  with  the

evolutionary rate variation among sites modeled by a Gamma distribution (+G). This tree

is less well resolved, but the previously defined ‘SWE+FR’ and ‘Western’ haplogroups are

retained. The ‘Eastern’ group is retained only partly, since the Hap 2 (BGR) now clusters

with haplotypes of Calabrian (Hap 26 and Hap 28) and Italian mtDNA lineage (Hap 34).
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Fig. 18 represents the tree for the HBB-T2 gene, again the left side of the gene

segment including the breakpoint located at the site 476. It was constructed using the

Hasegawa, Kishino and Yano model (HKY) with an allowance for invariant sites (+I). In this

tree  the  52Cys  haplotypes  form only  two  distinct  groups.  Five  haplotypes  from  both

eastern and western Europe, specifically Hap 46 (CZE), Hap 50 (POL), Hap 52 (FRA), Hap 54

(FRA) and Hap 60 (DEU), form one of the groups, referred to as ‘East+West’ in Fig. 18. The

second group is consisting of two haplotypes Hap 53 (FRA) and Hap 56 (SWE + FRA + SVK).

The  tree  in  Fig.  19  representing  the  right  side  HBB-T2  gene  segment  was

constructed using the K2+G model. In contrary to the HBB-T1 gene where the groups were

more or less present in both gene segments, this tree demonstrates that in HBB-T2 are

the groups defined in the left segment disintegrated completely in the tree based of the

right segment (Fig. 19).

The last two figures (Figs. 20 and 21) show phylogenetic trees for the haplotypes of

both genes together, but excluding all haplotypes containing the conversion tracts except

for  the  three  HBB-T1  haplotypes  Hap_18,  Hap_21  and  Hap_22.  The  conversion  tract

present in these three haplotypes contained the polymorphic site Ser52Cys and the trees

show  the  phylogenetic  relationships  for  the  gene  segment  corresponding  to  this

conversion tract (sites 208-664; Fig. 20) and for the remaining two segments of the gene

(concatenated sites 1-207 and 665-1128; Fig. 21). Both trees were constructed by the ML

method using the K2+G substitution model. 

The tree in Fig. 20 representing the gene segment corresponding to the conversion

tract, shows that the HBB-T1 52Cys haplotypes from the ‘SWE+FR’ group cluster with the

HBB-T2  52Cys  haplotypes  with  high  statistical  bootstrap  support.  The  third  HBB-T1

haplotype clustering with the HBB-T2 haplotypes is the 52Ser haplotype from Sweden

(Hap 21). This haplotype was also detected as containing the same converted tract, but

with the 52Ser allele (Annexe 9).

In contrary, the tree in Fig. 21 representing the phylogeny of the two remaining

segments of  the gene shows that all  the haplotypes are clustered according the gene

when the converted tract is excluded.
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Fig. 16  Maximum likelihood phylogeny of HBB-T1 haplotypes based on the alignment segment left of the
breakpoint at site 521. C and G represent Ser and Cys at site 52, respectively. Haplotypes containing Cys at
site 52 are highlighted. Percentage bootstrap support for branches based on 1000 replicates is shown when
higher than 50%. Major groups of 52Cys containing haplotypes are labelled at right.  Hap 31 and 32 are
haplotypes of C.rufocanus serving as outgroup.
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Fig. 17 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of HBB-T1 haplotypes based on the alignment segment right of the
breakpoint at site 521. Haplotypes containing Cys at site 52 are highlighted. Percentage bootstrap support
for branches based on 1000 replicates is shown when higher than 50%. Major groups of 52Cys containing
haplotypes are labelled at right. Hap 31 and 32 are haplotypes of C.rufocanus serving as outgroup.
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Fig. 18 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of HBB-T2 haplotypes based on the alignment segment left of the
breakpoint at site 476. C and G represent Ser and Cys at site 52, respectively. Haplotypes containing Cys at
site 52 are highlighted. Percentage bootstrap support for branches based on 1000 replicates is shown when
higher than 50%. Major groups of 52Cys containing haplotypes are labelled at right. Hap 68 is haplotype of
C.rufocanus serving as outgroup. 
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Fig. 19 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of HBB-T2 haplotypes based on the alignment segment right of the
breakpoint at site 476. Haplotypes containing Cys at site 52 are highlighted. Percentage bootstrap support
for branches based on 1000 replicates is shown when higher than 50%. Hap 68 is haplotype of C.rufocanus
serving as outgroup. 
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Fig. 20 Maximum likelihood phylogeny for both genes, representing the gene segment corresponding to the
conversion tract identified in Hap 18, 21 and 22 between the sites 208-664. Other haplotypes containing
conversion tracts are excluded. C and G letters represent 52Ser and 52Cys allele, respectively.  Haplotypes
containing Cys at site 52 are highlighted according to the genes. Percentage bootstrap support for branches
based on 1000 replicates is shown when higher than 50%.
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Fig. 21  Maximum likelihood phylogeny for both genes, representing the remaining two segments of the
genes  (concatenated  sites  1-207  and  665-1128)  after  exclusion  of  the  segment  corresponding  to  the
converted  tract.  Other  haplotypes  containing  conversion  tracts  were  excluded.  Haplotypes  18  and  21
containing Cys in the conversion tract are highlighted. Percentage bootstrap support for branches based on
1000 replicates is shown when higher than 50%.
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 5 Discussion

 5.1 Technical aspects of work

Regarding  the  technical  aspects  of  my  work,  the  difficulties  during  the  DNA

isolation  and  pyrosequencing  that  I  faced  with  the  samples  collected  by  external

collaborators confirm that the method of collection and preservation of the samples plays

a very important role for the result quality of subsequent analyses. The samples collected

by the members of our laboratory were taken mostly from live trapped animals and the

tissues collected were immediately fixed in 96% ethanol. Even though I don't have the

information about how the samples donated by external  collaborators were collected,

preserved and overall handled, I argue that these procedures were not carried out with

sufficient caution and precision and the DNA in these samples was degraded.

The  pyrosequencing  performed  on  the  PyroMark  Q24  platform  from  Qiagen

proved  to  be  an  effective  and  reliable  method  for  genotyping  of  SNP  within  a  short

segment of DNA sequence. Regarding my research, as the most significant advantages I

see for example the easy sample preparation with available commercial kits, speed of the

pyrosequencing analysis when results for 24 samples are available in approximately 20

minutes and also the possible control of genotype calls accuracy. However, to make the

pyrosequencing method fast and cost-effective, it is necessary to spend some time with

optimization prior to the onset of a massive sample analysis. This is especially true when

analyzing a PCR product of nonstandart length as in my case. 

 5.2 Pyrosequencing assay optimization and challenges encountered

Despite the initial worries that the PCR product with the length over 900 bp would

be too long for a pyrosequencing analysis and would for example break down during the

purification, I was able to successfully develop and optimize assays for this longer PCR

product.  Thanks  to  the  protocols  provided  by  the  Qiagen  company  the  optimization

process was relatively fast and easy. The clearly defined conditions and procedure of the

sample preparation simplify identification of the factors potentially responsible for any

suboptimal results. Based on my own work I can draw the general conclusion that the

quality of the outcome from the pyrosequencing analysis of long PCR products is strongly

influenced  by  the  amount  of  the  streptavidin-coated  sepharose  beads  used  in  the
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immobilization step. The optimization process also confirmed that the best approach is to

design the sequencing primer as close to the target position as possible since especially in

case of DNA of suboptimal quality the accuracy of the read is lowering very quickly with

increasing distance from the sequencing primer. 

As it was already described in the results, even the most careful optimization did

not lead to complete suppression of sequencing artifacts. In some samples genotyped for

the HBB-T2 gene an unexpected T peak occurred in the very beginning of the read. The

sequencing primer was designed to terminate exactly before the target position and thus

the  first  incorporated  base  should  have  been  C  or  G.  The  T  base  was  dispensed  by

PyroMark  only  as  a  blank  sequencing  control  and  as  such,  it  should  not  have  been

incorporated in the sequence and no peak should have been recorded. However, a T base

is in fact present in the sequence at the position prior the target SNP, i.e. it is the last base

of the sequencing primer. The occurrence of the extra T peak can be thus most easily

explained  by  a  possible  degradation  of  the  sequencing  primer  from its  3'  end.  This

explanation seems to be highly probable since the prepared primers  were repeatedly

thawed and frozen. 

The missing peaks in  the samples from Norway, Sweden, France and Switzerland

listed in Annexe XY seemed at first to be more complicated to explain. Using a different

set of amplification and sequencing primers did not solve the problem. The fact that two

different sets of primers resulted in exactly the same error makes potential explanations

such as  mispriming,  unspecific  annealing of  the primers,  and a hairpin loop or  dimer

formation not  very likely.  Comparing the primer  sequences  with the results  from  the

Sanger  sequencing  revealed  that  all  amplification  and  sequencing  primers  matched

perfectly with all the error exhibiting sequences. Nevertheless, after closer examination of

the results I can provide a rather simple explanation for the missing peaks. At HBB-T1 the

samples 1670,  1859,  1871 and 1879 exhibited the missing peaks specifically  after  the

second variable position responsible for the Ala58Val aminoacid substitution. From the

results of the Sanger sequencing, I found out that these sequences have the Ala coded by

a GCT triplet instead of the prevailing GCC. Similarily, the 1048, 1395 and 1911 samples

that  exhibited  the  missing  peaks  along  the  whole  sequence  determined  by

pyrosequencing have the 52Ser aminoacid coded by TCT instead of TCC. At HBB-T2 I have
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no data for the samples 1048, 1395 and 1911 due to the poor amplification performance,

nevertheless the rest of the samples, i.e. 1670, 1859, 1871 and 1879, exhibited missing

peaks along the whole sequence and have the 52Ser coded again by a TCT triplet instead

of TCC. These single nucleotide substitutions do not change the amino acid sequence,

however, they are unexpected and were not taken into the account in the design of the

pyrosequencing assays. Thus, the dispensation order did not match the template DNA

sequence and the erroneous results were produced. The pyrosequencing assays will be

probably modified according to these findings before the onset of further analysis on a

large scale, even though such substitutions are a minority. 

 5.3 β52Cys allele distribution and origin

One of my main goals was to map the β52Cys allele distribution in the continental

Europe  and  to  determine  its  most  likely  geographic  origin.  By  means  of  the  allele

frequency surface interpolation I  revealed a strong geographical pattern of the  β52Cys

allele distribution.  Populations fixed for  the  β52Cys allele or with a high  β52Cys allele

frequency are concentrated to western Europe, specifically to France, Germany and the

Netherlands.  Moreover,  when comparing the  β52Cys  allele  distribution at  the HBB-T1

gene with the distribution of the bank vole mtDNA lineages as updated by Filipi et al.

(2015),  there  is  an  evident  tendency  of  the  β52Cys  allele  to  be  associated  with  the

Western mtDNA lineage (see Fig. 15 in 4. Results). 

This  finding  importantly  extends  the  current  knowledge  of  the  β52Cys  allele

distribution until now only mapped in Britain by Kotlík et al. (2014). Based on preliminary

mtDNA results, the individuals in Britain bearing the 52Cys haemoglobin variant were first

tentatively linked to the continental populations in the Netherlands also carrying 52Cys

(Kotlík et al., 2014), which was later confirmed by showing that the first British colonists

belonged the Western mtDNA lineage (Filipi et al., 2015). My results show that this link

between  the  52Cys  haemoglobin and the western mtDNA lineage exists  also in other

populations in the continental Europe. Since the Westen lineage most likely originated

from woodland refugia in the foothillls of the Alps (Kotlík et al., 2006; Magri et al., 2006), I

hypothesize that these refugia were also the most likely geographical origin of the β52Cys

allele and that it therefore dispersed post-glacially with the bank voles of the Western
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mtDNA lineage. Nevertheless, there are two interesting features arising from my datasets

that fall outside the pattern of the correlation with the Western mtDNA lineage, and thus

deserve a  closer inspection. 

Firstly, the  β52Cys allele is absent from the populations of the Western mtDNA

lineage within the mountain range of the Alps in central Europe and from the Dinaric

Mountains in the Balkans. This tendency of the  β52Cys allele to be concentrated to the

areas  of  lower  altitude  in  the  continental  Europe  correlates  with  the  β52Cys  allele

distribution centered mostly in southern lowland areas of Britain as described by Kotlík et

al. (2014). My findings from the continental Europe only emphasize that such a clearly

defined distribution is not likely to be maintained without an involvement of selection.

The delimited distribution of the  β52Cys allele means that Cys might be advantageous,

but not universally, only under certain conditions. Bearing in mind the higher antioxidant

capacity of red blood cells of bank voles possessing the 52Cys haemoglobin variant, my

results  support  the  hypothesis  that  the  52Cys  haemoglobin  variant  could  have  been

adaptive advantage under certain climatic conditions for its bearers during the postglacial

colonization. While in Britain this adaptive advantage probably promoted the population

replacement of the after LGM (Kotlík et al., 2014), my findings show that it could have

been similarly important in shaping the current geographical distribution of the bank vole

in the continental Europe. The hypothesis that the first colonists of Britain bearing 52Ser

were better  suited for  colder  climatic  conditions  and then during warming they were

outcompeted by the second colonists bearing 52Cys is applicable in certain extent also for

the  continental  populations. The  discontinuous  distributions  of  some mtDNA lineages

(e.g.  Carpathian  and  Eastern)  suggest  a  rather  complex  history  of  colonization  and

replacement (Fig. 2) (Filipi et al.; 2015). It is possible that the individuals bearing the 52Cys

haemoglobin could afford producing a higher number of offspring than the individuals

with 52Ser, but without the burden of higher levels of oxidative damage to their tissues.

This  quality  could have manifested as  advantageous in the lowland areas  with milder

climate where individuals are most probably capable of higher energy intake and where

they are  allowed to put  more energy into reproduction  thanks  to lower  demands on

thermoregulation. Thus the  β52Cys allele could have been an adaptive advantage that

lead to a more rapid population expansion and establishment in such areas with favorable
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climatic and environmental conditions. Such a genetically based predisposition to a higher

reproductive  rate  conferred  by  the  β52Cys  haemoglobin  may  have  been  difficult  to

outcompete for the members of the populations with the 52Ser variant. 

Second feature that deviates from the pattern of  association with the Western

mtDNA lineage are the two unexpected separate increases of the β52Cys allele frequency

in Sweden and in the Balkan region. These populations do not belong to the Western

mtDNA lineage and this fact significantly challenges the idea of the single origin of the

52Cys allele. The Ser52Cys amino acid substitution can be found, albeit to a lesser extent,

also at the minor HBB-T2 gene, which shows much lower expression level in the bank vole

than HBB-T1, and is thus also less functionally significant. This leads to a tempting idea of

a  role  of  gene  conversion  between HBB-T1  and  HBB-T2  as  a  means  of  an  intergenic

transfer  of  the  52Cys  allele.  The  single  origin  of  the  52Cys  allele  together  with  this

hypothesis about gene conversion was tested by subsequent phylogenetic analysis. 

 5.4 Phylogenetic relationships and the role of gene conversion

Prior to any phylogenetic analysis it was necessary to analyze my data to detect

signs of possible recombination and gene conversion. Recombination can significantly bias

the  interpretation  of  the  phylogenetic  relationships  if  not  detected  and  taken  into

account. As an excellent example can serve the Hap 2 of HBB-T1 gene which clusters with

the  eastern  group  of  haplotypes  in  one  tree  (Fig.  16)  and  with  the  basal  Calabrian

haplotypes in the second tree (Fig. 17), depending which part of the alignment (left or

right) divided by recombination into two parts the phylogenetic tree was constructed for.

The  phylogeny  of  both  HBB-T1  and  HBB-T2  genes  exhibits significant  signs  of

recombination. However, in both genes, the phylogenetic trees representing the part of

the  alignment  to  the  left  from  the  detected  breakpoint,  which  includes  our  target

position, the 52Cys alleles form three and two distinct groups, respectively (Fig. 16 and

18, respectively).

Since HBB-T1 clearly is functionally more significant than HBB-T2 gene due to the

much higher expression level, I  will  focus the on the results regarding the major gene

HBB-T1. The existence of three distinct clusters of HBB-T1 haplotypes carrying the 52Cys

allele (Fig. 16) points to a fact that the 52Cys alleles from the different parts of the bank
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vole distribution are not identical  by descent, i.e.  they don't  have a single mutational

origin. This is rather unequivocally supported by the cluster containing Hap 18 and Hap

22, which are the result of a gene conversion as will be discussed later. The other two

clusters of the “Eastern” and “Western” haplotypes (comprised of Hap 2, 6, 11, 12, 14 and

Hap 7, 8, 10, 20, respectively) could mean there have been parallel mutations at the same

site that were picked by positive selection as independent random increases in frequency

by genetic drift would appear unlikely. Alternatively, the two clusters can be due to an

undetected  recombination  or  conversion  event.  There  are  no significant  signatures  of

recombination  or  gene  conversion  that  would  explain  it.  However,  such  events  are

detectable  only  when  the  alignments  contain  enough  phylogenetic  signal  supporting

them, such as unbroken tracts of multiple nucleotides in some haplotypes that match the

sequences of another haplotypes of the same (in the case of intragenic recombination) or

different gene (in the case of intergenic gene conversion). Unfortunately, as time passes

the transferred sequence blocks get broken down by subsequent recombination events,

eventually  leading  to  a  loss  of  the  signal.  Thus  I  can  not  exclude  an  undetected

recombination/conversion as  the agent responsible for the clustering of the 52Cys alleles

into the two groups. 

Despite this  uncertainity  about  the mechanism underlying the existence of  the

Eastern  and  Western  haplotypes  clusters,  the  existence  of  Hap  18  and  Hap  22  in  a

separate cluster can only be explained by gene conversion, which supports the hypothesis

about the multiple origins for the presence of 52Cys at the functionally important HBB-T1

gene. Gene conversion tracts have been identified in both HBB-T1 and HBB-T2. However,

only  a  single  tract  contained  the  Ser52Cys  substitution  and  it  affected  three  HBB-T1

haplotypes, specifically Hap 18 and Hap 22 with the 52Cys allele and Hap 21 with the

52Ser allele. In fact, the presence of both alleles suggests the tracts in Hap 18 and Hap 22

and in Hap 21 may stem from different conversion event, even though they span the same

nucleotides in all three haplotypes. This conversion tract was handled separately in the

phylogenetic  analysis   where  the  nonconverted  parts  of  the  three  haplotypes  were

clustered with the remaining HBB-T1 haplotypes while their sequences in the converted

tract  were  significantly  clustered  with  the  HBB-T2  haplotypes. This  confirms  the

conversion event from HBB-T2 to HBB-T1 and the fact that this conversion tract contained
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the target  SNP Ser52Cys  supports  the hypothesis,  that  the gene conversion  can be a

means by which the 52Cys allele is transferred between the genes. 

The fact  that  the only  conversion  event  detected that  included 52Cys  was the

conversion in the direction from HBB-T2 to HBB-T1 does not necessarily mean that the

mutation Ser52Cys originated in HBB-T2 and was then converted into HBB-T1. However,

regardless  the  gene  of  origin  of  the  52Cys  allele  this  finding  does  have  important

implications about the functional evolution of the bank vole haemoglobin. This is because

it suggests that the low expressed HBB-T2 gene can serve as a reservoir and source of the

functional variation at the site β52 for HBB-T1. It is likely that due to the high reactivity of

its  thiol  the  52Cys  allele  is  not  advantageous  universally,  but  only  when  there  is  an

increased need for antioxidants. The presence of the 52Cys allele in the minor gene would

not significantly affect the functionality of haemoglobin due to the low expression of HBB-

T2 and thus it would not be under strong selection pressure there, positive or negative.

Nevertheless, this way maintained in the population the 52Cys allele could once in a while

be transferred by gene conversion from HBB-T2 into the highly expressed HBB-T1 gene

and there tested by natural  selection.  In the absence of  favourable conditions  (i.e.  of

strong selection pressure favouring red blood cells with increased antioxidant capacity),

the  converted  HBB-T1  haplotypes  containing  52Cys  would  be  eliminated  from  the

population by random drift or negative selection, depending on whether 52Cys would give

some  disadvantage  to  its  bearers.  However,  in  a  situation  of  increased  need  for

antioxidants, let say under unfavourable climatic, population density or epidemiological

conditions,  a  positive  selection  could  pick  the  52Cys  allele  and  rapidly  increase  its

frequency  possibly  up  to  fixation,  as  it  would  likely  confer  an  advantage  over  the

individuals  bearing  the 52Ser  allele.  This  could potentially  have been the case of  the

Swedish populations where Hap 18 and Hap 22 were exclusively found.

An interesting  feature also emerged regarding the samples 1048, 1395 an 1911

which have the 52Ser at HBB-T1 coded by the TCT triplet instead of TCC. Interestingly, in

the phylogenetic trees these haplotypes cluster into a separate clade that appears more

divergent from the rest of the bank voles HBB-T1 haplotypes than are the haplotypes of

the outgroup  C. rufocanus. I examined these haplotypes more closely and I found that

while they are all homozygous for 52Ser they posses four other non-synonymous amino
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acid substitutions that distinguish them from all the other HBB-T1 haplotypes. These are

Val18Ala,  Gly22Ala,  Thr69His  and  Gly72Ala  substitutions.  Two  of  these,  Gly22Ala  and

Thr69His are also present in the outgroup haplotypes of C. rufocanus. The other two are

not found in any other sequences within my dataset. It is possible that these particular

haplotypes are a result of an undetected gene conversion event. It is also possible, that

the haplotypes are relicts of some ancient lineage surviving in the areas of origin of the

samples and we sampled these by chance. 

 5.5 Future prospects

My results map the current distribution of the functionally important β52Cys allele

of  the  bank  vole  haemoglobin  in  the  continental  Europe  and  determine  its  possible

geographical origin. The subsequent phylogenetic analysis revealed that the 52Cys alleles

from the different parts of the distribution area necessarily do not have only one single

evolutionary origin. Furthermore, it proved the importance of gene conversion as a means

of transfer of the 52Cys allele between the two genes, which would change its exposure

to selection pressure. All these findings help to understand the postglacial colonization of

Europe by temperate species and emphasize the importance of intraspecific variability

and  selection  for  surviving  a  climatic  change.  Nevertheless,  even  though  the  current

distribution of adaptive variation can give as an important clue about how the postglacial

colonization took place, it still reflects mostly the adaptations of the populations to the

current  climatic  conditions  in  the areas  they  occupy at  present.  Thus  to reveal  more

precisely how the processes in the past impacted the distribution during the different

stages  of  recolonization  it  would  be  necessary  to  involve  also  a  combination  of

paleoclimatic data, ecological niche modelling into the past and fossil and ancient DNA

data where available. These information when carefully interpreted could give us more

comprehensive  view  on  how  exactly  the  distribution  of  the  52Cys  allele,  and  of  the

populations carrying it, changed in time under the selection pressure imposed by climatic

change.  Together  with  that,  it  is  important  to  bear  in  mind,  that  even  though  the

haemoglobin genes exhibit the variability that seems to be an adaptive advantage under

certain climatic conditions, so far it could not be directly linked with climate adaptation.

Haemoglobin is only a part of a very complex physiological network and it is very likely
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that there are other important genes involved in the coping of bank voles with a climatic

change. Thus, it would be interesting to search for other candidate SNPs within the bank

vole genome and analyze their possible functional significance as it was done with the

SNP responsible for two haemoglobin variants by Kotlík et al. (2014).  
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 6 Conclusion

Previous studies of the bank vole adaptive phylogeography in Britain documented

that the intraspecific functional haemoglobin variability and selection acting upon it may

have  promoted  the  population  replacement  in  this  species  during  the  postglacial

recolonization of Britain. My study builds on these findings and suggests that the genetic

variability at both the major and minor  β-globin genes among the different continental

bank vole populations was of similar importance for shaping their current distributions.

Primarily, the results of my study revealed the importance of the gene conversion as a

means of  transfer  of  the responsible functional  mutation between the major and the

minor gene. Since the minor gene is approximately 24 fold less expressed, it is also under

much  less  selection  pressure  than  the  major  gene.  Since  the  mutation  likely  is  not

universally advantageous, the presence of the mutation in the minor gene can help to

maintain  it  in  the  population  during  conditions  that  do  not  favour  it.  Transfer  of  the

mutation into the major gene by gene conversion would expose it  to strong selection

pressure and either would lead to elimination of the mutation from the major gene or to

its  fixation in  the population,  if  it  manifests  as  advantageous.  The importance of  this

finding lays in the fact, that it shows that even though different populations of the same

species  may  seem  to  be  uniform  at  first  sight,  their  genetic  constitution  may  vary

significantly. Moreover, since this intraspecific variability may be of functional significance

also  the  importance  of  the  populations  for  species  survival  under  specific  climatic

conditions may vary. 
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Annexe  1:  List  of  regional  populations  and  corresponding  coordinates  of  regional
populations  centres,  number of  samples included in the populations  and HBB-T1 and
HBB-T2 52Cys allele frequency in each population.

I

52Cys frquency
Regional population Latitude Longitude nr. of samples HBB-T1 HBB-T2 
AT1 47.85 15.05 10 0.000 0.000
BEL1 50.63 4.18 5 1.000 1.000
BGR1 43.10 23.40 4 0.250 0.125
BGR2 42.20 23.00 5 0.600 0.100
BGR3 41.50 24.50 3 0.833 0.167
BGR4 42.913 27.0533 3 0.833 0.333
CZAT 48.84 16.66 11 0.818 0.000
CZE1 50.22909 13.95182 11 0.909 0.591
CZE2 49.565 14.90417 12 0.417 0.125
CZE3 50.50 16.12 6 0.417 0.000
CZE4 49.75 18.30 10 0.100 0.100
CZSK 48.86 18.58 11 0.545 0.000
DE1 53.62 7.27 10 1.000 0.200
DE2 54.22 9.11 10 0.150 0.000
DE3 53.65043 10.783578 12 0.917 0.417
DE4 51.852 11.181 10 1.000 0.950
DE5 51.86 13.06 10 1.000 1.000
DE6 50.7111 11.8651 3 0.667 0.500
DE7 49.02 10.73 7 1.000 0.143
DNK1 55.7968 9.4076 5 0.000 0.000
DNK2 54.96376 11.62884 7 0.000 0.000
FRA1 47.34 -3.17 1 - 1.000
FRA2 48.66 -1.50 4 1.000 1.000
FRA3 48.97 0.13 5 1.000 1.000
FRA4 50.576 1.801 8 1.000 0.938
FRA5 48.70625 1.7625 8 1.000 1.000
FRA6 46.04364 2.59545 11 0.955 0.455
FRA7 43.264762 0.249286 13 0.731 0.071
HR1 45.74 15.65 6 0.000 0.000
HR2 44.839 15.62 10 0.000 0.000
HU1 47.30 19.22 7 0.000 0.000
CHE1 46.40 6.3763 8 0.062 0.000
CHE2 45.90 7.20 6 0.000 0.000
CHE3 47.37 8.55 2 0.750 0.000
CHEATIT 46.78154 10.26769 13 0.077 0.000
IRL1 53.11 -8.60 2 1.000 0.500
IT1 42.8668 11.5936 6 0.000 0.000
IT2 41.81692 16.00904 4 0.000 0.000
IT3 39.34744 16.45366 10 0.000 0.050
NLD1 52.500727 4.573636 11 0.955 0.773
NLD2 53.072 6.244 5 1.000 0.100
NLD3 52.071 6.076 5 1.000 0.200
NOR1 66.42091 14.7705 1 0.000 0.000
NOR2 64.14931 11.97037 6 0.000 0.000
NOR3 62.96309 8.71408 1 0.000 0.000
NOR4 60.79039 5.97426 8 0.000 0.000
NOR5 61.43184 10.13544 8 0.000 0.000
NOR6 58.34787 8.26175 11 0.000 0.000
PL1 52.45 17.10 4 0.500 0.375
PL2 51.47 19.82 4 0.750 0.500
PL3 53.80 21.65 10 0.000 0.000
PL4 52.73 23.85 10 0.000 0.000
RO1 46.483 23.655 6 0.333 0.000
RO2 46.55 26.83 6 0.000 0.000
RUS1 57.15 33.10 5 0.000 0.000
SK1 48.38364 19.08091 11 0.682 0.045
SK2 49.1591 20.0682 11 0.273 0.000
SK3 48.77 21.384 9 0.125 0.000
SRB1 44.09 21.64 4 0.625 0.125
SRB2 43.24 20.82 5 0.400 0.000
SRBHR 45.166 19.58 7 0.571 0.000
SVN1 46.11 14.67 6 0.000 0.000
SWE1 62.87948 17.73554 11 0.000 0.000
SWE2 60.16797 12.77189 10 0.200 0.050
SWE3 61.20140 16.585 11 0.409 0.000
SWE4 57.62071 12.41887 1 0.000 0.000
SWE5 59.20503 16.63308 10 0.700 0.050
SWE6 55.69928 13.47494 10 0.000 0.000
TUR1 40.12 29.17 10 0.000 0.000
UA1 50.4083 29.7167 6 0.000 0.000



Annexe 2: Optimized PCR protocols for pyrosequencing analysis with final selected set of
amplification primers for both the HBB-T1 and HBB-T2 genes.

PCR N --
Bankvoles- Beta Globin paralog T1

HBB_T1_RB_F19 5' GGCTGCTGGTKGTCTACCC 3'
HBB_T1_RB_R19 5' ACAGGCAAGTGCAGGAAAG 3'

Program T160LONG

1=94.0°            for            2:00
2=94.0°            for            0:40

3=60.0°    for            1:00

4=72.0°            for            1:30
5=Goto 2, 33 times
6=72.0°            for            10:00
7=4.0°              for             ever

PCR N --
Bankvoles- Beta Globin paralog T2

HBB_T2_RB_F21 5' TTGGACCCAGAGGTTCTTTGA 3'
HBB_T2_RB_R21 5' CTCCAGGGGACAAAAAACATT 3'

Program T262

1=94.0°            for            2:00
2=94.0°            for            0:40

3=62.0°    for            1:00

4=72.0°            for            1:30
5=Goto 2, 33 times
6=72.0°            for            10:00
7=4.0°              for             ever

II

PPP Master 
Mix
vz. 1 X

PPP Master Mix 20 20x

L primer 2 2x

H primer 2 2x

H2O 13 13x

37

DNA 3

Total 40 40x

PPP Master 
Mix
vz. 1 X

PPP Master Mix 20 20x

L primer 2 2x

H primer 2 2x

H2O 13 13x

37

DNA 3

Total 40 40x



Annexe  3a:  Protocol  for  PCR  product  immobilization,  DNA  pyrosequencing  template
purification and annealing of sequencing primers provided by Qiagen, 1st page.

III



Annexe  3b:  Protocol  for  PCR  product  immobilization,  DNA  pyrosequencing  template
purification and annealing of sequencing primers provided by Qiagen, 2nd page.

IV



Annexe 4a: Optimized reagents mixes for immobilization of PCR products and annealing
of sequencing primers. 

Immobilizing,  purification  and  annealing  procedures  were  followed  as  described  in
protocol in Annexe 3.

Annexe 4b: Example of pyrosequencing run preparation information generated prior to
each  run  by  PyroMark  software.  Reagents  amounts  and  scheme  of  loading  into  the
dispensation cartridge is shown. 

Volume Information:

Reagents:

E-mix: 102 µl
S-mix: 102 µl

Nucleotides:

Nucleotide A: 67 µl
Nucleotide C: 67 µl
Nucleotide G: 71 µl
Nucleotide T: 67 µl

V

Immobilizing the PCR products
vz. 1 26
Binding buffer 40 1040
Beads 3 78
H2O 0 0
PCR product (10-20nM) 37
Total 80 2080

Annealing buffer + seq.primer
vz. 1 26
annealing buffer 23.5 611
seq.primer 1.5 39
total 25 650

G

AE S

T C

Label



Annexe 5: List of samples selected for Sanger sequencing.

Samples with sequences already available from previous studies are highlighted in green.

Samples discarded due to poor PCR amplification results are highlighted in orange.

Samples added to the list due to missing peaks in pyrosequencing analysis are marked by
the black rectangle.

VI

Sample Sampling locality Country HBB-T1 HBB-T2
18 Feofania Forest, Kiev Ukraine Serin Serin
271 Solnik, Varna, Balkan Mts (197m) Bulgaria Cystein Cystein/Serin
273 Elena, Veliko Tarnovo, Balkan Mts (618m) Bulgaria Cystein/Serin Serin
274 Bacau (284m) Romania Serin Serin
450 Strmosten, Kločanica River gorge, Resava River basin, Beljanica Mts (333m) Serbia and MontenegroCystein/Serin Cystein/Serin
498 Vranovice (166m) Czech Rep Cystein/Serin Serin
601 Bezau, Vorarlberg (745m) Austria Cystein Serin
622 Mšec, Central Bohemia (378m) Czech Rep Cystein Cystein/Serin
623 Mšec, Central Bohemia (378m) Czech Rep Cystein/Serin Serin
649 Bursa, Uludag Mts, Marmara Region, Western Anatolia Turkey Serin Serin
707 Hakel forest, Quedlinburg, Sachsen-Anhalt, NE Harz foreland Germany Cystein Cystein
734 Polichno, Piotrków Trybunalski, Central European Lowland (192m) Poland Cystein Cystein/Serin
735 Polichno, Piotrków Trybunalski, Central European Lowland (192m) Poland Cystein/Serin Serin
737 Bialowieza National Park Poland Serin Serin
755 Ostashkhov, Seliger Lake Russia Serin Serin
836 Beauvoir France Cystein Cystein
1046 Geneva, Jura Mts, Alps Switzerland Cystein/Serin
1062 Zurich, Alps Switzerland Cystein/Serin Serin
1104 Ardennes Belgium Cystein Cystein
1126 Bussiéres; La Cote France Cystein Cystein/Serin
1187 Hanišberg, Krupina, Krupinska planina Mts, Slovak Medium Mts (350m) Slovakia Cystein Cystein/Serin
1188 Hanišberg, Krupina, Krupinska planina Mts, Slovak Medium Mts (350m) Slovakia Cystein/Serin Serin
1327 Ratzerburg, Moeln, Schleswig-Holstein Germany Cystein Cystein/Serin
1408 St. Omer, Nord Pas de Calais France Cystein Cystein/Serin
1433 Pyrenees France Serin Serin
1435 Pyrenees France Cystein/Serin Serin
1517 Noordwijk, Nieuw Leeuwenhorst, South Holland (-21m) Netherlands Cystein Cystein/Serin
1641 Skog Sweden Cystein/Serin Serin
1698 Arla 2 Sweden Cystein Cystein/Serin
1742 Torsby3, ve svahu u kamenu s borvkami Sweden Cystein/Serin Cystein/Serin
1765 Strandkaer, Molslaboratoriet Denmark Serin Serin
1826 Calabria, Sila Grande, Valle Capra Italy Serin Serin
1828 Calabria, Sila Grande, Valle Capra Italy Serin Cystein/Serin
1845 Apulia, Gargano peninsula, Foresta Umbra Italy Serin Serin
1848 Snåsa, Nord-Trøndelag Norway Serin Serin
1867 Eksingedal, Vaksdal, Eksingedalen, Hordaland Norway Serin Serin
1903 Viterbo Italy Serin Serin
1910 Armendarits France Cystein Cystein/Serin
1048 Geneva, Jura Mts, Alps Switzerland
1395 Ribeaville France
1670 Kramfors1, les smrk u cesty Sweden Serin
1859 Venabygd, Ringebu, Oppland Norway Serin
1871 Eksingedal, Vaksdal, Eksingedalen, Hordaland Norway
1879 Lillesand, Aust-Agder Norway Serin
1911 Armendarits France Serin



Annexe 6a: Optimized PCR protocol for Sanger sequencing analysis.

PCR N --
Bankvoles- beta Globin paralog T1

BT1F1 5‘ ACAYTTGCTTCTGACATAGT 3‘ 
BT1R593 5‘ TGAAAGTAAATGCCTTTTATTAGT 3‘

Program BETA T1

1=94.0°            for            2:00
2=94.0°            for            0:30

3=57.0°            for            0:40
4=72.0°            for            1:00
5=Goto 2, 33 times
6=72.0°            for            10:00
7=12.0°            for             10:00

PCR N --

Bankvoles -beta globin paralog T2 

HBB10U19         5‘ ATGCACACCCTGGAATTGG 3‘
HBB1266L21     5’ GTGCATAAACACGAGCAAGAA 3‘

Program BETA T2

1=94.0°            for            2:00      

2=94.0°            for            0:30
3=57.0°            for            0:40

4=72.0°            for            1:00
5=Goto 2, 34 times
6=72.0°            for            10:00
7=12 °              for            10:00

Annexe 6b: Sequences of sequencing primers used for Sanger sequencing. 

HBB-T1: sequencing primers = amplification primers

HBB-T2: HBB10U19 5'AGTCACACCCTGGAATTGG3'

HBB597U19 5'CCCGTGGTTTCCTTCCTCT3'

VII

PPP Master Mix
vz. 1 9

PPP Master Mix 12,5 112,5

L primer 0,75 6,75

H primer 0,75 6,75

H2O 9,5 85,50

23,5

DNA 1,5

Total 25 225

PPP Master Mix
vz. 1 26

PPP Master Mix 12,5 325

L primer 0,75 19,50

H primer 0,75 19,50

H2O 9,5
247,0

0

23,5

DNA 1,5

Total 25 650



Annexe 7a: List of primers used for correction runs. 

Annexe 7b: List of samples exhibiting missing peaks. 

VIII

primer sequence type direction
HBB_T1_RB_17F20 5'CCTTGGACCCAGAGGTTCTT3' amplification F
HBB_T1_RB_1010R25 5'TGAAAGTAAATGCCTTTTATTAGT3' amplification R
HBB_T1_S47F21 5'CACTTTGGGGACCTGTCCTCT3' sequencing F
HBB_T2_RB_FS15 5'GGGACCTGTCCTCTG3' sequencing F

Sample Sampling locality Country
1048 Geneva, Jura Mts, Alps Switzerland
1395 Ribeaville France
1670 Kramfors1, les smrk u cesty Sweden
1859 Venabygd, Ringebu, Oppland Norway
1871 Eksingedal, Vaksdal, Eksingedalen, HordalandNorway
1879 Lillesand, Aust-Agder Norway
1911 Armendarits France



Annexe 8: Complete list of HBB-T1 and HBB-T2
haplotypes, samples included in each haplotype
and sampling locality for each sample. 

Sample labels should be read as follows:

e.g. CG1_18_1
CG1 = Clethrionomys glareolus, HBB-T1 gene 
18 = sample label in stock
1 = allele 1

Alleles are recorded in two separate columns 
for easier orientation.

Hap 1 – Hap 38 belong to HBB-T1 gene
Hap 39 – Hap 81 belong to HBB-T2 gene

Hap 31, Hap 32 and Hap 68 are haplotypes of
C. Rufocanus used as outgroup in phylogenetic
analyses

IX

haplotype sample country locality
Hap 1 CG1_18_1 CG1_18_2 UKR Feofania
Hap 2 CG1_271_1 CG1_271_2 BGR Solnik
Hap 3 CG1_274_1 ROM Bacau
Hap 4 CG1_274_2 ROM Bacau
Hap 5 CG1_450_1 SRB Strmosten
Hap 6 CG1_450_2 SRB Strmosten
Hap 7 CG1_622_1 CZE Mšec

CG1_623_2 CZE Mšec
CG1_1126_1 FRA Bussiéres

Hap 8 CG1_622_2 CZE Mšec
Hap 9 CG1_623_1 CZE Mšec
Hap 10 CG1_707_1 CG1_707_2 DEU Hakel forest

CG1_1126_2 FRA Bussiéres
CG1_1327_1 CG1_1327_2 DEU Ratzerburg
CG1_1517_1 CG1_1517_2 NLD Noordwijk

Hap 11 CG1_734_1 POL Polichno
CG1_1188_2 SVK Hanišberg

Hap 12 CG1_734_2 POL Polichno
CG1_1187_1 CG1_1187_2 SVK Hanišberg

Hap 13 CG1_735_1 POL Polichno
CG1_1188_1 SVK Hanišberg
CG1_1433_1 CG1_1433_2 FRA Pyrenees

Hap 14 CG1_735_2 POL Polichno
Hap 15 CG1_737_1 POL Bialowieza
Hap 16 CG1_737_2 POL Bialowieza

CG1_755_2 RUS Ostashkov
Hap 17 CG1_755_1 RUS Ostashkov
Hap 18 CG1_836_1 CG1_836_2 FRA Beauvoir
Hap 19 CG1_1435_1 FRA Pyrenees
Hap 20 CG1_1435_2 FRA Pyrenees
Hap 21 CG1_1641_1 SWE Skog

CG1_1742_1 SWE Torsby
Hap 22 CG1_1641_2 SWE Skog

CG1_1698_1 CG1_1698_2 SWE Arla
CG1_1742_2 SWE Torsby

Hap 23 CG1_1670_1 SWE Kramfors
Hap 24 CG1_1670_2 SWE Kramfors

CG1_1859_1 CG1_1859_2 NOR Venebygd
CG1_1871_1 CG1_1871_2 NOR Eksingedal
CG1_1879_1 CG1_1879_2 NOR Lillesand

Hap 25 CG1_1765_1 CG1_1765_2 DNK Strandkaer
CG1_1848_2 NOR Snasa

CG1_1867_1 CG1_1867_2 NOR Eksingedal
Hap 26 CG1_1826_1

CG1_1828_2 ITA Calabria
Hap 27 CG1_1826_2
Hap 28 CG1_1828_1 ITA Calabria
Hap 29 CG1_1845_1 CG1_1845_2 ITA Gargano
Hap 30 CG1_1848_1 NOR Snasa
Hap 31 – C.rufocanus CG1_1855_1
Hap 32 – C.rufocanus CG1_1855_2
Hap 33 CG1_1903_1 ITA Viterbo
Hap 34 CG1_1903_2 ITA Viterbo
Hap 35 CG1_1048_1 CHE Geneva
Hap 36 CG1_1048_2 CHE Geneva
Hap 37 CG1_1395_1 CG1_1395_2 FRA Ribeavile
Hap 38 CG1_1911_1 CG1_1911_2 FRA Armendarits
Hap 39 CG2_273_1 CG2_273_2 BGR Elena
Hap 40 CG2_274_1 ROM Bacau

CG2_601_1 AUT Bezau
CG2_1126_1 FRA Bussiéres
CG2_1435_1 FRA Pyrenees
CG2_1903_1 ITA Viterbo

Hap 41 CG2_274_2 ROM Bacau
CG2_735_2 POL Polichno

Hap 42 CG2_450_1 SRB Strmosten
CG2_1641_1 SWE Skog
CG2_1698_1 SWE Arla
CG2_1845_1 CG2_1845_2 ITA Gargano

Hap 43 CG2_450_2 SER Strmosten
Hap 44 CG2_601_2 AUT Bezau

CG2_735_1 POL Polichno
CG2_1433_1 CG2_1433_2 FRA Pyrenees
CG2_1517_1 NLD Noordwijk

Hap 45 CG2_622_1 CZE Mšec
Hap 46 CG2_622_2 CZE Mšec

CG2_707_1 CG2_707_2 DEU Hakel forest
CG2_1517_2 NLD Noordwijk

Hap 47 CG2_623_1 CZE Mšec
Hap 48 CG2_623_2 CZE Mšec
Hap 49 CG2_734_1 POL Polichno
Hap 50 CG2_734_2 POL Polichno
Hap 51 CG2_737_1 CG2_737_2 POL Bialowieza
Hap 52 CG2_836_1 FRA Beauvoir
Hap 53 CG2_836_2 FRA Beauvoir
Hap 54 CG2_1126_2 FRA Bussiéres
Hap 55 CG2_1187_1 SVK Hanišberg
Hap 56 CG2_1187_2 SVK Hanišberg

CG2_1698_2 SWE Arla
CG2_1742_2 SWE Torsby

Hap 57 CG2_1188_1 SVK Hanišberg
Hap 58 CG2_1188_2 SVK Hanišberg
Hap 59 CG2_1327_1 DEU Ratzerburg
Hap 60 CG2_1327_2 DEU Ratzerburg
Hap 61 CG2_1435_2 FRA Pyrenees
Hap 62 CG2_1641_2 SWE Skog
Hap 63 CG2_1742_1 SWE Torsby
Hap 64 CG2_1765_1 CG2_1765_2 DNK Strandkaer
Hap 65 CG2_1826_1
Hap 66 CG2_1826_2

CG2_1903_2 ITA Viterbo
Hap 67 CG2_1828_1 CG2_1828_2 ITA Calabria
Hap 68 – C.rufocanus CG2_1855_1 CG2_1855_2
Hap 69 CG2_1848_1 NOR Snasa

CG2_1867_1 NOR Eksingedal
Hap 70 CG2_1848_2 NOR Snasa
Hap 71 CG2_1867_2 NOR Eksingedal
Hap 72 CG2_755_1 RUS Ostashkov
Hap 73 CG2_755_2 RUS Ostashkov
Hap 74 CG2_649_1 TUR Bursa

CG2_271_1 BGR Solnik
Hap 75 CG2_649_2 TUR Bursa
Hap 76 CG2_271_2 BGR Solnik
Hap 77 CG2_1871_1 NOR Eksingedal
Hap 78 CG2_1871_2 NOR Eksingedal

CG2_1670_2 SWE Kramfors
CG2_1879_2 NOR Lillesand

Hap 79 CG2_1670_1 SWE Kramfors
CG2_1879_1 NOR Lillesand

Hap 80 CG2_1859_1 NOR Venebygd
Hap 81 CG2_1859_2 NOR Venebygd



Annexe  9:  Result  of  gene  conversion
analyses in the form of reduced table. 

For complete table see file Conversion.xls
available on CD
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Annexe 10: Poster on which part of my results was presented at Rodens et Spatium 
conference in Lisbon in 2014.
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Annexe 11. Article of P. Kotlík about bank vole haemoglobin polymorphism in Czech 
popular scientific magazine Živa for which I am part of the co-author team.
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